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To avoid post-operative language impairments after surgery for drug-resistant epilepsy, 

clinicians rely primarily on electrocortical stimulation mapping (ESM), but this can 

trigger afterdischarges, clinical seizures, or cause uncomfortable sensations. Moreover, 

ESM can be time-consuming and the results are usually all-or-none, complicating their 

interpretation. These practical limitations have long motivated spatial-temporal 

analysis of passive intracranial electroencephalographic (iEEG) recordings as an 

alternative or complementary technique that can map cortical function at all sites 

simultaneously, resulting in significant time savings without adverse side-effects. 

However, there has not yet been widespread clinical adoption of passive iEEG for pre-

operative language mapping, largely because of a failure to realize the potential 

advantages of iEEG over ESM and other methods for language mapping.  



 

 

The overall goals of this dissertation were to improve and validate passive iEEG as a 

method for mapping human language function prior to surgical resection for epilepsy 

and other brain disorders.  This was accomplished through three separate aims.  First, 

a spatial-temporal functional mapping (STFM) system was developed and tested for 

online passive iEEG mapping, providing immediate mapping feedback to both 

clinicians and researchers. The system output was compared to ESM and to canonical 

regions of interest in the human language network. In the second aim, the STFM system 

was used to study the fine temporal dynamics by which Broca’s area is activated and 

interacts with other areas of language network during a sentence completion task.  This 

study showed that Broca’s area plays a pivotal role in the coordination of language 

networks responsible for lexical selection. Finally, the third aim sought to reconcile 

inconsistencies between the results of STFM and ESM.  Agreement between these 

methods has not been as good for language mapping as it has been for motor mapping, 

which may be due to propagation of ESM effects to cortical areas connected to the site 

of stimulation. We used cortico-cortical evoked potentials to estimate the effective 

connectivity of stimulation sites to other sites in the language network. We found that 

this method improved the accuracy of STFM in predicting ESM results and helped 

explain similarities and differences between STFM and ESM language maps.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 The Human Brain 

The human brain – a jelly-like, 3-pound mass of tissue – is the most complex organ in 

the human body, and the most sophisticated machine imaginable in the universe. It is 

composed of more than 100 billion nerve cells, each of which forms as many as 10,000 

connections with other neurons. With the capacity to create a network of connections 

that far surpasses any social network and stores more information than a 

supercomputer, the brain allows us to perform all kinds of functions that makes us 

human, ranging from sensory-motor actions to emotion, memory and language. In 

2007, the World Health Organization estimated that neurological disorders affect up to 

one billion people worldwide (1). In fact, neurological diseases make up 11% of the 

world’s disease burden, not including mental health and addiction disorders.  

1.2 Functional Mapping 

To avoid post-operative language and motor impairments after surgery for drug-

resistant epilepsy or other brain disorders, mapping the relationship between cortical 

activity and behavioral activity is an invaluable tool in planning these surgical 

resections (2–4). Prior to the resection, clinicians localize the site of seizure origination 

and “eloquent cortex”, or cortical sites that are deemed necessary for the performance 
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of motor, sensory, language, and other activities that are relevant to the patient’s quality 

of life. Identification of the site of seizure origination is performed by neurologists 

reading intracranial electroencephalographic (iEEG) (5), electrical signals recorded 

from penetrating electrodes (stereo electroencephalographic, or SEEG) (6) and 

electrodes placed subdurally (7) or epidurally (8) over the surface of the brain 

(electrocorticography, or ECoG). Identification of eloquent cortex is typically 

performed using electrocortical stimulation mapping (ESM) (9–11), in which current 

is delivered through the iEEG electrodes, and the resulting disruption of related task 

performance or initiation of movement and sensation is documented.  

The major advantage of this ESM is that it allows clinicians to simulate the neurological 

consequences of lesioning tissue before it is permanently resected (9).  However, there 

are important practical limitations on its clinical application. ESM is by nature time-

consuming, due to the need to individually stimulate sites of interest, and sometimes 

causes pain, discomfort, after-discharges, or even seizures (12, 13). Additionally, there 

have been reports of short-term and persistent language deficits following resections 

guided by ESM (4). An alternative approach to cortical mapping based solely on 

cortical recordings could complement or even replace ESM. Such functional mapping 

has been demonstrated using fMRI (14) and the iEEG signal (15). One feature of the 

iEEG, the high gamma (60-200Hz) power, is particularly promising, as it has been 

shown to reflect local population firing rates (16, 17). However, the sensitivity and 
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specificity of these functional mapping approaches in identifying language related 

eloquent cortex, as compared to ESM, are too low to rely upon them alone. An ability 

to map the propagation of information through the cortex during language processing 

such as lexical retrieval, phonological code retrieval, syllabification, and articulation 

would improve clinicians’ understanding of the most relevant cortical sites for these 

tasks in individual patients.  

1.3 Intracranial EEG 

Soon after Berger’s first recordings of electrical activity from the human brain – the 

‘elektrenkephalogramm’ (EEG) in 1929 (18), Jasper and Carmichael performed the 

first human iEEG recordings from cortical areas and the cerebellum during surgery for 

epilepsy and tumor resection (19). Due to its invasive nature, iEEG has been restricted 

to be mainly used in clinical circumstances such as epilepsy foci resective surgery. 

Under these circumstances, invasive recordings are either made from the surface of the 

cerebral hemisphere using impenetrable electrode grids or strips, or from depth 

electrodes that are advanced into the medial temporal lobe in most cases. 

After Crone et al.’s first report of task-related high-gamma activation in human ECoG 

recordings in 1998 (20), recent studies have emphasized the utility of increases in signal 

energy in a broad range of high-gamma frequencies (~60-200Hz) as a general 

electrophysiological index of cortical processing during a variety of tasks (16, 21, 22). 
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Activity in this frequency range is highly correlated with blood oxygen level-dependent 

(BOLD) responses (23, 24). Moreover, ECoG can provide excellent temporal 

resolution needed to probe the dynamics of cognition whereas BOLD signals have a 

significant delay and smears activity over long periods. ECoG high-gamma responses 

also have close correlations with average firing rates in cortical neuronal populations 

(25). In addition, high-gamma responses have exhibited functional properties that 

distinguish them from both phase-locked responses such as event-related potentials 

(ERP, phase-locked electrocorticogram activity, obtained by averaging data segments 

recorded after presentation of a stimulus), and event-related synchronization or 

desynchronization observed in other frequency bands such as alpha/beta bands (Figure 

1.1). 

 

Figure 1.1. Conceptual schematic of how ECoG broadband gamma activity increases could result 

from modulation of band-limited gamma oscillations.  
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Area of cerebral cortex is recorded by array of ECoG electrodes on the left. The power spectrum 

for one ECoG site recorded under resting vs. active conditions is schematized on the right (arrow). 

The field of view of each recording site (inverted cones) includes many neuronal assemblies/cortical 

columns (colored cylinders) with different functional response sensitivities (larger size and smaller 

number for illustration). Neuronal assemblies activated by a task (colored cylinders) are 

synchronized and generate membrane potential oscillations at different band-limited gamma 

frequencies that depend on the resonant properties of each assembly. Membrane potential 

oscillations with different center frequencies (colored bands on right corresponding to cylinders to 

left) collectively contribute to signals recorded by ECoG electrodes and their summation gives a 

broadband shape to gamma responses in the power spectrum. Note that many more assemblies and 

bands than can be represented here would be needed to produce the shape of commonly observed 

spectral responses. Also, different sets of neural assemblies and bands may be involved during 

different trials of the same task, depending on stimulus properties and a variety of initial conditions. 

Assemblies not immediately engaged in task-related cortical processing are represented by black 

(and white) cylinders. Task-related power suppression in alpha/ beta frequencies (red circular area 

on left and red bands on right) occurs in a wider area and theoretically reflects thalamocortical 

gating mechanisms that permit or facilitate cortical processing in assemblies with similar but 

distinct response sensitivities. Figure adapted from (17) with permission. 

Previous reports suggested that during limb movements, the spectral pattern of iEEG 

recordings exhibited event-related desynchronization (ERD) in the alpha band and 

event-related synchronization (ERS) in the gamma band. The distribution of gamma 

ERS is more localized than the alpha ERD, hence the power change in the gamma band 
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is more useful for brain function mapping. For example, high-gamma features have 

been employed to localize the sensorimotor areas of hand, tongue, foot, and the areas 

for language processing (26). 

While traditional functional mapping methods mentioned above all have limits on their 

accuracy, efficiency, and reliability to some extent, cortical functional mapping using 

passive iEEG recordings from the same implanted electrodes has been of increasing 

interest for clinicians over past ten years. This approach has a variety of important 

potential advantages, including the ability to simultaneously and rapidly evaluate brain 

function at all electrode sites without artificially perturbing the brain as in ESM. In 

addition, iEEG high-gamma responses provide a graded measure of local population 

activity, which can be used to estimate the degree to which individual recording sites 

contribute to overall activity in cortical networks responsible for normal brain function. 

Also, since ECoG functional mapping is a passive process, there is no risk of after-

discharges or seizure induction, providing a safer approach to functional mapping. 

Although the application of neuroimaging technology like fMRI and PET-CT enhances 

the accuracy of localization and provides the references for functional mapping, the 

complexity of dynamical functional organization of cortical networks has not been well 

defined. It has been shown that using iEEG functional mapping, functional activation 

of cortex is associated with power increase in high-gamma frequencies. It has been 
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found that high-gamma power is highly correlated with the average firing rate recorded 

by the single-unit electrodes and is more sensitive to the changes of neuronal synchrony 

than firing rate. Cortical mapping can be completed after spectral analysis of high-

gamma power recorded while patients perform certain tasks. Although the generating 

mechanisms for high-gamma activity are hotly debated, it appears to have great 

practical value as an electrophysiological index of overall activity in local neuronal 

populations. 

1.4 Language 

One of the most prominent human abilities is language, a complex system involving 

many components, including sensory-motor functions and memory systems. Although 

language is not fully understood, scientists have learned a great deal about this brain 

function from studies of patients who have lost speech and language abilities as a result 

of a stroke. Genetic analyses of developmental disorders of speech and language, as 

well as brain imaging studies of normal people, also have added to our knowledge.  

It has long been known that damage to different regions within the left hemisphere 

produces different kinds of language impairments, or aphasias. Damage to the left 

frontal lobe can produce nonfluent aphasia, such as Broca’s aphasia, a syndrome in 

which speech production abilities are impaired. Speech output is slow and halting, 

requires effort, and often lacks complexity in word or sentence structure. Although 
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speaking is impaired, nonfluent aphasics still comprehend heard speech, although 

structurally complex sentences may be poorly understood. 

Damage to the left temporal lobe can produce fluent aphasia, such as Wernicke’s 

aphasia, in which comprehension of heard speech is impaired. Speech output, although 

of normal fluency and speed, is often riddled with errors in sound and word selection 

and tends to be unintelligible gibberish.  

Damage to the superior temporal gyri in both hemispheres can produce word deafness, 

a profound inability to comprehend auditory speech on any level. Whereas Wernicke’s 

aphasics can often comprehend bits and pieces of a spoken utterance, as well as isolated 

words, patients with word deafness are functional deaf for speech, lacking the ability 

to comprehend even single words, despite being able to hear sound and even identify 

the emotional quality of speech or the gender of the speaker.  

1.5 Neural activity propagation in language systems 

Speech preparation and articulation requires a coordinated cascade of information 

propagation through a number of cortical areas. Figure 1.2 shows a simplified 

schematic of hypothesized cortical propagation preceding and during speech 

production. (27)  
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Figure 1.2. A functional neuroanatomic model for semantic processing of words in context.  

Lexical representations are stored and activated in the middle temporal gyrus (MTG) and in the 

nearby superior temporal sulcus and inferior temporal cortex, and are accessed by other parts of the 

semantic network. The anterior temporal cortex (ATC) and angular gyrus (AG) are involved in 

integrating incoming information into current contextual and syntactic representations. The anterior 

inferior frontal gyrus (aIFG) mediates controlled retrieval of lexical representations based on top-

down information, and the posterior IFG (pIFG) mediates selection between highly activated 

candidate representations. Figure adapted from (27) with permission. 

Following early visual processing of the stimulus, fusiform gyrus is involved in object 

or word identification (28). This information is passed to middle temporal gyrus, which 

is active during lexical retrieval (29), or the identification of the word to be spoken. 
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Posterior superior temporal gyrus (Wernicke’s area) transforms the lexical concept to 

phonological code (30), following which Broca’s area participates in syllabification 

and additional articulatory preparation (31). Cortical processing converges in inferior 

primary motor cortex, which is responsible for articulation of the vocal tract (32). 

Finally, somatosensory feedback from primary somatosensory cortex in parietal cortex 

and auditory feed- back from the superior temporal gyrus and other auditory areas 

monitor articulation through interactions with primary motor cortex (33, 34). 

Processing information propagated through widespread cortical areas during 

movement and speech is likely to be informative for mapping how cortical activity 

leads to movement and speech, and decoding movement and speech parameters from 

cortical signals.  

1.6 Overview of thesis 

The overall goals of the research done under this dissertation were to improve and 

validate passive iEEG as a method for mapping human language function prior to 

surgical resection for epilepsy and other brain disorders.  This was accomplished 

through three separate aims.   

In Chapter 2, a system was developed and tested for online passive iEEG mapping at 

the bedside, providing immediate feedback to both clinicians and researchers on 
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mapping results. To test the accuracy and utility of this system, spatial-temporal 

functional maps (STFM) of brain activation were obtained during a picture naming and 

a word repetition task. The system output was compared to ESM and to canonical 

regions of interest in the human cortical language network.  

In Chapter 3, the online STFM system was used to study the fine temporal dynamics 

by which Broca’s area is activated and interacts with other areas in the human language 

network during a sentence completion task.  This study showed that Broca’s area plays 

a pivotal role in the coordination of language networks responsible for lexical selection. 

This study demonstrated a key advantage of passive iEEG language mapping, namely 

its ability to detail the timing of neural activation and network interactions during 

complex cognitive tasks.   

Finally, Chapter 4 sought to reconcile inconsistencies between the results of STFM 

and ESM.  Agreement between these methods has not been as good for language 

mapping as it has been for motor mapping.  We hypothesized some of these 

discrepancies may be due to propagation of ESM effects to cortical areas connected to 

the site of stimulation.  To test this hypothesis, we used cortico-cortical evoked 

potentials to estimate the effective connectivity of stimulation sites to other sites in the 

language network. We found that this method improved the accuracy of STFM in 
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predicting ESM results and helped explain similarities and differences between STFM 

and ESM language maps. 

Chapter 5 summarizes the overall conclusions from Chapters 2-4, discusses the impact 

of the results, and proposes future directions for additional investigation. 

This dissertation has exerted its most profound and lasting impact by improving the 

clinical utility of iEEG for both extraoperative and intraoperative functional mapping 

prior to respective surgery, as well as gaining deeper insights into the cortical network 

dynamics of spoken word production and how they are affected by ESM. 
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Chapter 2 Spatial-temporal functional mapping of language 

at the bedside with electrocorticography 

2.1 Abstract 

Objective: To investigate the feasibility and clinical utility of using passive 

electrocorticography (ECoG) for online spatial-temporal functional mapping (STFM) 

of language cortex in patients being monitored for epilepsy surgery.     

Methods: We developed and tested an online system that exploits ECoG’s temporal 

resolution to display the evolution of statistically significant High Gamma (HG, 70-

110 Hz) responses across all recording sites activated by a discrete cognitive task.  We 

illustrate how this spatial-temporal evolution can be used to study the function of 

individual recording sites engaged during different language tasks, and how this 

approach can be particularly useful for mapping eloquent cortex.  

Results: Using electrocortical stimulation mapping (ESM) as the clinical gold standard 

for localizing language cortex, the average sensitivity and specificity of online STFM 

across seven patients were 69.9% and 83.5%, respectively.  Moreover, relative to 

regions of interest where discrete cortical lesions have most reliably caused language 

impairments in the literature, the sensitivity of STFM was significantly greater than 
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that of ESM, while its specificity was also greater than that of ESM, though not 

significantly so.   

Conclusions: This study supports the feasibility and clinical utility of online STFM for 

mapping human language function, particularly under clinical circumstances in which 

time is limited and comprehensive ESM is impractical. 

2.2 Introduction 

Functional human brain mapping is commonly performed during or prior to invasive 

brain surgery for the treatment of drug-refractory epilepsy (35, 36) and brain tumors 

(4).  The current gold standard, electrocortical stimulation mapping (ESM), is time-

consuming (37, 38) and often induces afterdischarges or seizures (12, 37, 39).  

Additionally, it is difficult to rule out distant effects through diaschisis or action 

potentials evoked by stimulation (39–41).  These limitations have long motivated the 

investigation of passive electrocorticographic (ECoG) recordings as a tool for rapidly 

and safely mapping cortical function prior to resective surgery (13, 42, 43).   

Here we introduce and test the feasibility and clinical utility of an online trial-based 

system for spatial-temporal functional mapping (STFM) of language cortex.  High 

Gamma (HG, ~60 to 200 Hz) power changes have been demonstrated to be a robust 

and reliable index of task-related activation of cortical populations of neurons with high 
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spatial and temporal specificity (16, 17).  The STFM system builds upon previous 

passive ECoG mapping software (44–47) by providing a trial-based framework for 

online display and statistical validation of HG dynamics.   

In seven patients, estimates of the system’s sensitivity and specificity for language 

mapping, relative to the benchmark of ESM, were the same or better than previous 

reports (47–50).  Moreover, we found that relative to predefined language cortex 

boundaries, the sensitivity and specificity of STFM were greater than that of ESM, 

though the increase in specificity was not statistically significant.    

2.3 Methods  

Patient and Clinical Settings. Seven English-speaking patients (Table 2.1) with 

intractable epilepsy underwent placement of subdural electrodes in the dominant 

hemisphere to localize their ictal onset zone and to identify language and motor areas 

using ESM.  The implanted electrodes consisted of arrays of macroelectrodes (2.3mm 

exposed diameter, 1cm spacing, Adtech, Racine, WI or PMT Crop, Chanhassen, MN).  

In five of seven patients, the macroelectrodes were supplemented by 4 x 4 arrays of 

microelectrodes (75micron diameter, 0.9mm spacing, PMT Corp, Chanhassen, MN).  

In all patients, the anatomical placement of electrodes was dictated solely by clinical 

considerations for recording seizures and/or mapping cortical function. 
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Pat
ient  

Ag
e 

Gen
der 

Hande
dness 

Hemisphere 
dominance for 

language (Wada (51)) 

Hemisph
eric 

Coverage 

Seizure onset 
zone 

1 23 F Right Left Left Anterior 
temporal 

2 13 F Right Left Left Amygdala 

3 55 M Right Left Left Anterior 
temporal 

4 22 M Right N/A Left Occipital 

5 62 M Right N/A Left Anterior 
temporal 

6 25 M Right N/A Left Frontal 

7 55 F Right Left Left Anterior 
temporal 

Table 2.1. Patient Demographic and Clinical Information 

Standard Protocol Approvals, Registrations, and Patient Consents. Patients were 

admitted to the Johns Hopkins Epilepsy Monitoring Unit after electrode implantation 

for a period of 6-14 days.  All patients gave informed consent to participate in research 

testing under a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Johns 

Hopkins Medical Institutions. 

Experimental Testing and Event Markers.   In this study, the online STFM system 

performed functional mapping during two distinct behavioral tasks.  During visual 

object naming, patients were shown a picture on a monitor directly in front of them 

during each trial, and were instructed to speak the name of the object in the picture.  

The stimulus onset was determined by a thresholded output from a photodiode mounted 

on the monitor presenting the stimuli.  During auditory word repetition, patients were 
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played an audio recording of a spoken word through insert earphones designed to 

attenuate external background noise during each trial, and were instructed to verbally 

repeat the cued word.  The stimulus onset was determined by trigger pulses 

synchronized with the onset of the auditory stimuli in a separate channel.  Inter-trial 

intervals (time from the start of a trial to the start of the next trial) ranged 6.5 to 8.2 

seconds for visual object naming and 7.9 to 8.0 seconds for auditory word repetition.  

Patients completed a range of 55-251 trials for visual object naming and 96-116 trials 

for auditory word repetition, as governed by time constraints on patient testing and the 

set of stimuli used.  Trials affected by artifacts or interruptions could be removed using 

the ‘Remove Trial’ button on the system graphical user interface shown in Figure 2.3.   

Electrode Localization. Electrode locations were identified in a high-resolution post-

operative brain CT, and then transformed onto a high-resolution pre-operative brain 

MRI by volumetrically co-registering the pre- and post-operative scans in Bioimage 

Suite (52).  One or more viewpoint snapshots were then aggregated into a single image 

to visualize functional activations relative to individual anatomy.   

Data Acquisition and Analysis.  Recordings of all standard ECoG macroelectrodes 

were referenced to a single intracranial macroelectrode to minimize extracranial 

sources of artifact.  ECoG microelectrodes were referenced to a single microelectrode 

on the opposite side of the same insert, facing the dura mater.  Raw ECoG signals were 
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recorded with a 128-channel NeuroPort System (BlackRock Microsystems; Salt Lake 

City, UT) which amplified and sampled the data at 30 kHz with an analog third-order 

Butterworth anti-aliasing filter.  The recordings for Patient 1 were sampled at 30 kHz, 

but for all other patients, the anti-aliased 30 kHz recording was downsampled to a lower 

rate (1 kHz, Patient 5; 2 kHz, Patient 2; 10 kHz, Patients 3, 4, 6, 7).  This data was 

streamed using the built-in real-time streaming functionality of the NeuroPort system.  

The streaming data was immediately decimated to 1 kHz online in all patients prior to 

any subsequent analysis using a lowpass Chebyshev Type I IIR filter of order 8.  Online 

STFM was performed with custom MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc.; Natick, MA) 

software, on a workstation with eight 3.40 GHz processing cores, 1.5 TB of hard drive 

disk space, and 32 GB of RAM (Dell, Inc., Round Rock, TX). 

Channels with excessive amounts of noise were identified by a clinical 

neurophysiologist and excluded from analysis prior to online ECoG mapping.  The 

remaining channels were re-referenced using a common average reference (CAR) to 

remove spatial bias in the raw ECoG amplitudes.  Separate CAR blocks were used for: 

(1) all the macroelectrodes in each patient, and (2) each microelectrode array (in 

Patients 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6). 

Spectral Feature Extraction. The CAR-referenced ECoG signal was analyzed for the 

duration of the task in 512 ms epochs of data with 256 ms overlap (Patient 1) or 128 
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ms epochs of data with 112 ms overlap (other patients). The Fast Fourier transform 

(FFT) was computed on each window, and the resulting coefficients were then 

multiplied by a modified flat-top Gaussian window with cutoff between 67-115Hz 

(Patient 1) or 72-110 Hz (other patients) to minimize noise at 60 Hz and 120 Hz. The 

bandpass-filtered spectrum was converted to high gamma amplitude by zeroing the 

negative frequency components, doubling the positive frequency components, 

computing the inverse FFT, and taking the magnitude of the result (i.e. the Hilbert 

transform) (53, 54).  The right column of Figure 2.1 shows the spectral feature 

extraction process in block diagram form. The resulting high-gamma amplitude was 

then log transformed to approximate a normal distribution and decimated to a temporal 

resolution of 16 ms using a moving average filter.  Figure 2.2 shows the signal at several 

key points in this process. 
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Figure 2.1. Online STFM Signal Processing Algorithm.   

A visual schematic is presented to describe the online signal processing and statistical methods 

used.  A more detailed description of each step can be found in Methods.  N, �̅�𝑥, and s2 represent 

sample size, mean, and variance, respectively. 
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Figure 2.2.  Feature extraction algorithm illustration from auditory word repetition in Patient 1.   

The ‘Silent’ column plots are from a macroelectrode (LFT33 in Figure 2.6B) that had no significant 

task-related high gamma response.  The ‘Activated’ column plots are from a microelectrode 

(PMIC13 in Fig 2.6B) with a significant task-related high gamma response.  In (A)-(C), the units 

have been normalized so that the baseline period has zero mean and unit standard deviation.  (A) 

Raw ECoG signals from the same single trial are shown after re-referencing to the common average 

reference (CAR).  (B) The high gamma amplitude feature is shown after it was extracted from the 

same single trial shown in (A) using the steps described in Figure 2.1 under the ‘Single trials’ 

section of ‘Statistical Thresholding’.  (C) Post-stimulus high gamma amplitude averaged across all 

96 trials of auditory word repetition is shown for both electrodes, using the steps described in Figure 

2.4 under the ‘Average’ section of ‘Statistical Thresholding’.  (D) The average post-stimulus 

spectrogram is shown, calculated by averaging the FFT coefficients time-locked to the stimulus 
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marker in 512 ms bins with 256 ms overlap. Time zero is the stimulus onset of each trial.  This 

spectrogram is not shown to the system user online, but is included here only for comparison with 

the feature output. 

Statistical Analysis. The time series of log-transformed high-gamma amplitude 

estimates, extracted as described above, was segmented separately into baseline and 

task-activated distributions.  The baseline distribution for each channel was drawn from 

64 samples of the analytic amplitude, corresponding to 1024 ms prior to stimulus onset 

(i.e., 16 ms resolution x 64 points = 1024 ms).  A separate task-activated distribution 

was estimated for each channel and time point after stimulus onset (i.e., 3072 ms in this 

study, with 16 ms resolution, for 192 total time points per channel).  The baseline and 

task-activated amplitude distributions were approximated as Gaussian, parameterized 

by the sample size, mean, and variance, and were updated after each trial according to 

the following equations: 
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where nold and nnew are the previous and current sample size, �̅�𝑥old and �̅�𝑥new are previous 

and current sample mean, and s2
old and s2

new are the previous and current sample 

standard deviations after update. 

For trial-averaged activation maps, a two-way t-test was performed between the 

accumulated amplitude distribution from all baseline time points in each channel, and 

the accumulated amplitude distribution from each time point after stimulus onset in that 

same channel.  The threshold for significance was determined using the false discovery 

rate (FDR) correction (55), where the two-sided significance threshold of α < 0.05 was 

adjusted for m positively correlated tests, where m was the number of time points after 

stimulus onset.  Each statistically significant difference from the baseline distribution 

was also tagged as an increase or a decrease in high gamma amplitude.  Single trial 

results were computed similarly, but with a simple two-sided z-test with a threshold of 

α < 0.05 uncorrected for multiple comparisons.  Note that although we avoided testing 

during or soon after seizures, we did not attempt to remove trials with interictal spikes 

due to the lack of integration with a spike detector. It is possible that interictal spikes 

with energy in high gamma frequencies could alter the results of STFM, and this could 

potentially affect parametric statistics more than nonparametric statistics. 

Visualization. Raster plots (Figure 2.4) display the magnitude of event-related changes 

in the HG amplitude at each time point after stimulus onset, as compared to the 
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baseline.  These rasters display either trial-averaged amplitude changes (Figure 2.4, 

rows represent electrodes) or single-trial amplitude changes (Figure 2.6, rows represent 

trials).  The magnitudes are thresholded for significance (p < 0.05) using False 

Discovery Rate (FDR) correction in the channel raster and are uncorrected in the trial 

raster.  

To facilitate clinical interpretation of time-varying cortical activity displayed by 

STFM, a brain map was displayed alongside the channel raster to show the locations 

and relative magnitudes of activations either integrated over the entire post-stimulus 

interval or at any user-selectable time point in the channel raster.  In Figures 2.4 and 

2.5, early and late task stages have been modified offline, with the early stage beginning 

at stimulus onset and the late stage beginning at the mean speech onset and ending at 

the mean speech offset. The end of the early stage was chosen to maximize exclusion 

of sites that were prominently activated during the late stage.  The magnitude of the 

HG response at a particular electrode and time is represented by the size and color of 

disks overlaid on ECoG electrode locations in a two dimensional snapshot of the three 

dimensional brain reconstruction.     

ECoG Maps vs. Electrical Stimulation Maps. To investigate the degree of 

correspondence between STFM and ESM, the sensitivity and specificity of STFM was 

computed using ESM as the gold standard.  In this analysis, sensitivity was calculated 
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as the proportion of ESM+ sites correctly identified as STFM+; specificity was the 

proportion of ESM- sites correctly identified as STFM- : 
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A site was marked STFM+ if it exhibited significant task-related HG amplitude 

increase.   A site was marked ESM+ if stimulation at this site inhibited language and/or 

inhibited or elicited movements or sensations in face, tongue, or mouth. At sites 

categorized as ESM+ by bipolar stimulation (stimulation between two adjacent 

electrodes), either electrode being STFM+ resulted in both electrodes being labeled as 

STFM+/ESM+. Only one of these electrodes was counted towards the sensitivity since 

stimulation could have interfered with neural processing at either or both sites.  In 

contrast, when pairs of electrodes were ESM- during bipolar stimulation, each electrode 

was marked independently as either STFM+ or STFM-.  STFM of visual object naming 

was compared with ESM of picture naming.  STFM of auditory word repetition was 

compared with ESM of comprehension and spontaneous speech, since auditory word 

repetition is not part of the standard battery of language tests used for ESM.  
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Region of Interest Analysis.  For each patient, we performed an anatomical region of 

interest (ROI) analysis to compare both ESM and STFM results to regions where 

cortical lesions most consistently impair language function in literature.  Task-relevant 

ROIs for auditory word repetition included Broca's area, sensorimotor cortex, and 

Wernicke's area, whereas the task-relevant ROIs for visual object naming included 

those from auditory word repetition in addition to the middle third of basal temporal-

occipital cortex (yellow shaded areas in Figures 2.4 and 2.5).  The middle-third was 

adopted as a convenient and inclusive boundary for inclusion of higher order visual 

cortex responsible for visual object processing (56, 57).  For this analysis, Wernicke’s 

area was defined as the posterior half of the superior temporal gyrus, supramarginal 

gyrus, and angular gyrus (blue shaded areas).  Broca’s area included pars triangularis 

and pars opercularis of the left inferior frontal gyrus (green shaded areas).  Relevant 

sensorimotor cortex (red shaded areas) included pre- and postcentral gyri inferior to 

hand knob of central sulcus (red highlighted sulci).   

Each stimulation site (i.e. monopolar or bipolar) was classified as ESM+ (positive) or 

ESM- (negative), and was considered either ROI+ when at least one of the stimulating 

electrodes was inside the ROIs, or ROI- otherwise. Each monopolar stimulation site 

was considered STFM+ when the site exhibited a significant task-related HG amplitude 

increase; bipolar stimulation sites were counted only once and were considered STFM+ 

when at least one of the two electrodes was activated.  
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Using the classification of inside or outside language ROIs as a rough diagnostic 

standard, we calculated the sensitivities and specificities of STFM and ESM for all 

stimulation sites across all patients.  Sensitivity was calculated as the proportion of 

stimulation sites in task-relevant ROIs correctly classified as positive; specificity was 

calculated as the proportion of stimulation sites outside task-relevant ROIs correctly 

classified as negative: 
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McNemar’s χ2  test (58) was performed to assess the statistical discordance of the 

sensitivities and specificities of STFM and ESM relative to language ROIs.  
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2.4 Results  

STFM Can Be Performed Online 

In all patients, our STFM system successfully produced spatial-temporal functional 

maps of language function that could be reviewed online.  Trial-based signal analyses, 

statistical testing, and STFM visualization were updated between trials.  Figure 2.3 

shows an unmodified screenshot of the online STFM system. Modified screenshots of 

online STFM during both tasks in Patient 1 are shown in Figure 2.4.  In each 

illustration, a screenshot of the channel raster of ECoG activation has been modified 

to: a) highlight temporally clustered responses evident during online STFM, and b) 

compare online STFM to the results from ESM.  ROIs are also highlighted as described 

in the Methods. Simplified brain maps for Patients 2-7 are shown in Figure 2.5, with 

online STFM and ESM results from visual object naming and auditory word repetition 

respectively.  
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Figure 2.3. Unmodified screenshot of online STFM system, during visual object naming task of 

Patient 1.  

System screenshot with brain map corresponding to selected point in time (0.65s post-stimulus 

shown in screenshot). See Figure 2.4 for detailed description. 
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Figure 2.4.  STFM of visual object naming (A) and auditory word repetition (B) in Patient 1.  

STFM results are shown as a raster of HG responses on the left, and as brain maps of HG response 

magnitude (represented by disc size and color) on the right.  ESM maps (colored bars between 

electrodes) are also shown.  Color-shaded areas denote anatomical boundaries of classical language 

areas used as regions of interest (ROI) in ROI sensitivity/specificity analysis.  Each raster plot 

displays the spatial-temporal distribution of significant increases (red spectrum) or decreases (blue 

spectrum) in HG energy relative to pre-cue baseline in 16 ms windows. Each row corresponds to a 

different electrode as displayed on the right brain maps. All times are relative to cue onset (t=0s).  

To highlight the spatial pattern of cortical activation at early (visual/auditory perception) and late 

(response production) stages, HG responses are integrated across an early and late temporal window 

(early stage highlighted in blue and late stage in red on raster plot), and shown in separate brain 

maps (early stage in the top brain and late stage in the bottom brain). Microelectrode arrays AMIC 

and PMIC are enlarged for better visualization of HG responses.  The early and late stages can be 

modified by the user offline, based on the spatial-temporal evolution observed in the raster, to 

visualize the spatial distribution of activation during different observed task stages.  In this 

illustration, the early sections were chosen to map perceptual processing stages and the late sections 

were chosen to map response production.  
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Figure 2.5.  Visual object naming task (A) and Auditory word repetition task (B) results for Patients 

2-7 (P2-P7).  

ESM and Online STFM results are overlaid on brain maps with highlighted ROIs.  As 

in Figure 2.4, online results are separated into early stage (visual perception, left brain) 

and late stage (response production, right brain), where HG responses were computed 

by integrating across an early or late temporal interval. Microelectrode arrays are 

enlarged for better visualization.   

Spatial-temporal Functional Maps Are Task-specific 

In all patients, online STFM revealed the temporal evolution of activation across all 

ECoG recording sites.  As expected, the different components of each patient's cortical 

language networks were activated with different temporal envelopes, resulting in 

complex, cascading spatial-temporal patterns of activation.  When functional maps for 

different language tasks were compared, their differences reflected the contrasting 

processing demands of the tasks.   The STFM system highlighted cortical regions 

associated with visual processing (basal temporal-occipital cortex) during object visual 

naming (Figures 2.4A and 2.5A), speech processing (Wernicke’s area) during auditory 

word repetition (Figures 2.4B and 2.5B), and speech planning and preparation (Broca’s 

areas and sensorimotor cortex) during both tasks (Figures 2.4 and 2.5). 

Micro-ECoG vs. Macro-ECoG Responses: Similarities and Differences 
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The overall response patterns within micro-ECoG arrays were consistent with those of 

macroelectrodes, and both were consistent with task-related processing demands.  

However, HG responses within micro-ECoG arrays were often more robust than those 

within macroelectrodes.  This was most evident in single-trial responses, in which 

statistically significant responses occurred more consistently across time windows and 

across trials (Figure 2.6).  This could have been due to greater temporal and functional 

homogeneity in population responses within micro-ECoG arrays than those within 

macroelectrodes.  Micro-ECoG arrays sampled cortical activity from a surface area 

(2.7-mm2) only slightly larger than that of individual macroelectrodes (2.3-mm 

diameter).  One might expect that task-related cortical activation at this scale would be 

highly correlated among adjacent microelectrodes, resulting in highly uniform spatial-

temporal patterns of activation. However, in many instances we observed a surprising 

degree of heterogeneity in the temporal and spatial patterns of activation at different 

microelectrodes within individual micro-ECoG arrays. 
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Figure 2.6. Single trial responses from online STFM results for Patient 1, auditory word repetition 

task.   

The single trial activations are shown for the auditory word repetition task in three separate 

electrodes:(A) LFT23, a macroelectrode in the early responding, putative stimulus perception 

cluster, (B) LFT45, a macroelectrode in the late responding, putative verbal response cluster, and 

(C) PMIC13, a microelectrode from the late responding cluster.  The colors shown are scaled 

according to the negative log of the p-value, computed as a series of t-tests with the channel baseline 

distributions at the time of the trial.  Significance thresholds have not been FDR corrected for 

multiple comparisons, as the single trial responses are primarily intended as an indicator of neural 

response consistency across trials.  Each trial raster has a row at the bottom with the FDR-corrected 

estimate of trial-averaged activation (identically displayed on the channel raster, Figure 2.4).   
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ECoG Maps vs. Electrical Stimulation Maps 

STFM results for both visual object naming and auditory word repetition tasks for each 

patient were first computed by using ESM results as the gold standard (Table 2.2).  The 

average sensitivity across tasks and patients was 69.9%, and the average specificity 

was 83.5%.  Table 2.3 shows STFM vs. ESM test results for both ROI+ and ROI- 

stimulation sites across all patients. 

Comparison of STFM vs. ESM 
Patient 
Number 

Visual Object Naming Auditory Word Repetition 
Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) 

1 100.0 94.4 100.0 78.6 
2 33.3 69.2 100.0 78.6 
3 75.0 62.5 100.0 77.8 
4 85.7 65.0 28.6 92.9 
5 100.0 90.0 100.0 100.0 
6 0.0 90.3 50.0 90.3 
7 50.0 92.3 55.6 86.7 

Average 63.4 80.5 76.3 86.4 

Table 2.2. Sensitivity and specificity values for STFM during visual object naming and auditory 

word repetition tasks, with ESM as the gold standard. 
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STFM vs. ESM test results among ROI+/ROI- stimulation sites 
 ROI+ stimulation sites ROI- stimulation sites 

 STFM+ STFM- Row 
total STFM+ STFM- Row 

total 
ESM+ 37 9 46 10 17 27 
ESM- 26 24 50 7 89 96 

Column 
total 63 33 96 17 106 123 

Table 2.3. STFM vs. ESM test results among ROI+ and ROI- stimulation sites, across all patients 

The sensitivity and specificity of both ESM and STFM using anatomical ROIs as a 

gold standard were calculated across patients, using Equations 2.6-2.8 and values from 

Table 2.3.  The average sensitivity across tasks and patients was 65.6% for STFM vs. 

47.9% for ESM; the overall average specificity was 86.2% for STFM vs. 78.0% for 

ESM.  The sensitivity of STFM was significantly greater than that of ESM (p = 0.0068, 

McNemar’s test), while the specificity of STFM appeared to be greater than that of 

ESM, but this difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.066, McNemar’s test). 

2.5 Discussion  

Results from seven patients demonstrated that our online STFM system is fast and 

robust enough to compute cortical maps of language function for online review, using 

ECoG HG responses that correspond well to ESM results. 
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The time-consuming and taxing nature of ESM motivates the development of a passive 

functional mapping alternative.  We believe that online STFM based on event-related 

changes in ECoG signals provides important opportunities for clinicians.  The clinical 

utility of STFM currently lies in both augmenting the findings from ESM and 

identifying the areas of potential functional significance as a guide to further 

exploration by ESM.  STFM has the advantage of being performed at all recording sites 

simultaneously.  Additionally, it can provide a graded measure of cortical activation 

that allows clinicians to estimate the relative contribution of different cortical sites to 

task performance.   

With a larger body of evidence, it may be possible to someday make clinical decisions 

from passive functional mapping alone.  Mapping language cortex presents challenges, 

however, since multiple sites over large-scale cortical networks are involved.  Although 

some studies have indicated poor sensitivity and specificity of ECoG mapping in 

relation to ESM (e.g. specificity of 78% and sensitivity of 38% during visual object 

naming (13)), recent reports have suggested that in some instances it can be more 

predictive of post-operative language impairments than ESM (21, 42, 59).  More work 

will be required to correlate surgical outcomes with the location of resected and 

preserved sites identified by ESM and STFM. 
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Compared to existing ECoG functional mapping systems, our STFM system offers 

several key advantages. First, our trial-based system constructs a baseline distribution 

from the pre-cue phases of individual trials, rather than a pre-session block of baseline 

activity, as employed by previous studies (15, 44) .  In our opinion, the pre-cue baseline 

provides the best control for active periods because it controls for variations in the 

arousal and attentiveness of the patient that are not directly related to testing.  Trial-

based analyses also provide greater cognitive control during both the baseline and the 

active period than do block-based designs.  In a block design, it is difficult to ensure 

that a patient is continuously performing a task during a long active period without 

contaminating this period with unintended cognitive events or brief rest periods.  

Behavioral responses can also be used to trigger the STFM system, but variable 

response latencies and artifacts in speech onset detection can be challenging, 

particularly when implemented online.   

Previous studies of ECoG mapping using the HG frequency band have shown 

comparable, if slightly lower, sensitivities and specificities relative to ESM (Table 2.4) 

(47–50).  These studies have all assumed ESM as the gold standard for identifying 

eloquent cortex and predicting post-resection deficits.  The ideal gold standard for 

functional mapping is post-operative outcome following resection of a cortical site.  

However, this is difficult to achieve in clinical practice because resections always 

include more than one site and because reorganization of function inevitably takes 
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place following resection such that deficits appearing immediately after surgery often 

resolve.  To demonstrate superiority over ESM, ECoG would have to make better 

predictions of these deficits, as well as more persistent deficits, preferably in a 

prospective cohort of patients.  

ECoG vs. ESM in previous studies 
Author Year Frequency 

Band (Hz) 
Task Sensitivity 

(%) 
Specificity 

(%) 
Wu et al.(50) 2010 75-100 Language 71.0 59.9 

Cheung et 
al.(47) 

2012 61-260 Motor/Speech 70.8 78.1 

Ruescher et 
al.(49) 

2013 60-400 Speech 18.9 96.7 

Bauer et al. (48) 2013 69-95 Language 20.3 85.0 
This paper 2015 70-110 Language 69.9 83.5 

Table 2.4. Comparison of sensitivity/specificity calculation for different studies 

Concerns about the accuracy of ESM can be traced back to its inception in clinical 

practice (60, 61).  It has long been recognized that cortical stimulation can affect 

function at a distance (39), and that ESM does not always predict post-operative 

language outcomes (21, 42, 62).  This concern is perhaps best illustrated in 

somatosensory and motor cortices where the effects of lesions are more predictable.  

Although stimulation of post-central gyrus often elicits motor responses, resection of 

this gyrus causes sensory impairments and apraxia, but not weakness per se (61, 63).  

Conversely, stimulation of pre-central gyrus can elicit somatic sensations.  Indeed, 

clinical investigators have elicited movements with stimulation 1.5-4.7 cm anterior and 
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2 to 3.4 cm posterior to the central sulcus, but resection of most of this territory can be 

performed with little or no motor impairment (61, 63).  Indirect evidence for distant 

effects of ESM can also be found in studies where direct cortical stimulation has 

elicited both evoked responses (64) and HG responses (65) in distant cortical regions 

that have putative functional connectivity with the stimulation site.  Because HG 

responses reflect population firing rates (25, 66), the latter study suggests that ESM can 

affect neuronal firing in distant populations, though the effect on cortical function is 

unknown.  

Because of the potential limitations of ESM for functional localization, we believe it is 

important to evaluate the accuracy of both ECoG and ESM with respect to an 

independent measure of cortical function.  This can be drawn from the rich literature 

on the effects of discrete brain lesions (67, 68), as well as on regions typically activated 

on fMRI during experimental language tasks, albeit at far lower temporal resolution 

(67, 69, 70).  Using this approach, we found that the sensitivity of STFM was 

significantly greater than that of ESM, while the specificity of STFM was greater than 

that of ESM, though not significantly so. In light of these findings, we believe that both 

ESM and passive ECoG mapping offer approximations of the patient's true functional 

anatomy and that more studies are needed to understand their comparative utilities in 

clinical practice. 
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We have demonstrated a system that is able to compute spatial-temporal functional 

maps online, allowing for immediate access to ECoG mapping results at the patient’s 

bedside.  Our approach is generalizable to a variety of clinical and experimental 

applications. For example, this system could easily be adapted to the time-pressured 

circumstances of an awake craniotomy.  We believe that this information can help 

clinicians better understand the contributions that tested sites make to task performance 

and help avoid cortical areas critical to eloquent function during surgical planning. 
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Chapter 3 Neural dynamics of Broca’s area during lexical 

selection: an intracranial EEG study 

3.1 Abstract  

Speaking in sentences requires the selection of words from among multiple competing 

candidates for a contextually determined lexical representation. Although previous 

studies have shown that this process depends on Broca's area, the spatial-temporal 

dynamics by which it is recruited and interacts with other key areas during lexical 

selection have yet to be elucidated. Using direct intracranial cortical recordings with a 

combination of high temporal and spatial resolution, we investigated the spatial-

temporal dynamics of neural activity (indexed by 70-150Hz high gamma frequency 

band activation) in six patients while they performed a sentence completion task in 

which the difficulty of lexical selection (indexed by sentence cloze probability) was 

systematically varied. Across all six patients, neural activity in Broca’s area appeared 

to accumulate throughout stimulus presentation, and decreased before the onset of 

response articulation. More importantly, neural activity in Broca’s area was 

significantly higher during completion of sentences with greater demands on lexical 

selection. Further, analyses of effective connectivity found that more demanding 

sentences elicited larger neural interactions within Broca’s area as well as between 
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Broca’s area and areas in posterior temporal lobe storing lexical representations. Our 

findings provide a detailed picture of the fine temporal dynamics by which Broca’s 

area coordinates lexical selection during speech.  

3.2 Introduction  

Broca’s area has been associated with speech and articulation ever since the 19th 

century (71, 72). According to the classical Wernicke-Lichtheim-Geschwind model of 

the neurobiology of language (73–75), Broca’s area was believed to be critically 

involved in speech production. However, the exact role that it plays in this process is 

still being debated.  

In recent neurobiological models of human language, Broca’s area has been linked with 

a number of different processes. In one viewpoint, Indefrey and Levelt (31, 76) 

hypothesized that Broca’s area was engaged at the level of phonological processing 

and was particularly associated with the process of syllabification. In contrast, in the 

dual-stream model of speech processing proposed by Hickok and Poeppel (77, 78), 

Broca’s area is involved in phonetic encoding and implementing mechanisms of 

retrieving or generating articulatory codes. Hagoort’s memory, unification and control 

(MUC) model (79, 80) further linked Broca’s area and adjacent cortex to the integration 

of linguistic meaning with world knowledge. This so-called unification component 

refers to contextual integration of representations during sentence comprehension and 
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production. Finally, a functional neuroanatomic model for semantic processing by Lau 

et al. (27) hypothesized that the posterior inferior frontal gyrus mediates selection 

between highly activated candidate lexical representations in the posterior middle 

temporal gyrus and neighboring areas, where lexical representations are stored and 

activated. These models predict the recruitment of Broca’s area during different stages 

of speech production: phonological processing, phonetic encoding, representation 

integration, and lexical selection. 

In order to better understand the role that Broca’s area plays in speech production, a 

sufficiently detailed picture of the spatial-temporal dynamics of neural activity in 

Broca’s area and interactions between it and other cortical language areas is required. 

Previous lesion, neuroimaging and non-invasive electrophysiological studies have 

probed the role of Broca’s area using paradigms ranging from single word generation 

to full sentence comprehension. For example, one lesion study (81) found that patients 

with left focal frontal lesions made more errors generating verbs for items with 

competing responses. Another fMRI study (82) showed larger activation over posterior 

left inferior frontal cortex (LIFC) when reading sentences with lexical-syntactic 

ambiguities, providing evidence that Broca’s area contributes to syntactic unification. 

However, these studies lacked precise measurements of the spatial-temporal dynamics 

of neural activity. Specifically, while functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 

offers sub-millimeter spatial resolution in localizing specific cortical areas, it does not 
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have enough temporal resolution to study the temporal dynamics of overt speech 

production (83). 

In contrast, direct intracranial cortical recordings such as electrocorticography (ECoG) 

and stereoelectroencephalography (SEEG) offer a unique opportunity to overcome 

these limitations by acquiring neural signals with a combination of good temporal and 

spatial resolution, especially important for language tasks involving overt speech 

production. Recent studies have emphasized the utility of increases in signal energy in 

a broad range of high gamma frequencies (~ 60–200 Hz) as an index of cortical 

activation during a variety of tasks (20, 84–88). Activity in this frequency range is 

highly correlated with blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) responses (89, 90) and 

with average firing rates in cortical neuronal populations (91, 92). Several such studies 

have studied Broca’s area cortical activity in various language tasks. An SEEG study 

(93) showed evidence for lexical, grammatical, and phonological processing in Broca’s 

area. A recent ECoG study (94) reported evidence that Broca’s area coordinates large-

scale cortical networks for spoken word production, prior to articulation. Consistent 

with converging evidence from cognitive psychology and noninvasive neuroimaging, 

ECoG recordings reveal a temporal cascade of sub-network activation in the language 

cortex during speech production (95), capturing the fine temporal dynamics by which 

different cortical sites are activated and potentially yielding more insight into the 

functional role of Broca’s area. 
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The goal of the present study was to test whether Broca’s area is activated during the 

performance of a sentence completion task, and if so whether it is involved more under 

conditions that require selection of semantic knowledge among competing alternatives. 

The sentences used varied in their cloze probability, which is the probability that a 

specific word will be selected to end a sentence, based on previous performance by 

normal subjects (96–98). Our hypothesis was that the process of lexical selection during 

the task would require the integration of contextually determined representations that 

accumulate during sentence comprehension. With high cloze probability sentences, this 

integration process is highly determined and easily converges on few lexical targets, 

whereas with low cloze probability sentences, more targets are possible, making 

integration and selection more difficult. We would expect more neural activation over 

Broca’s area in low cloze probability conditions than in high cloze probability ones.  

In a series of six patients, we found that neural activity over Broca’s area during 

sentence completion appeared to accumulate throughout stimulus presentation, and to 

decrease right around the onset of response articulation. More importantly, Broca’s 

area activation was significantly higher during completion of sentences that required 

higher demands for lexical selection, in the interval between blank onset and response 

onset. In addition, effective connectivity analysis demonstrated larger neural 

interactions within Broca’s area as well as between Broca’s area and the posterior 

temporal cortex for more demanding sentences. In all, our findings appear to be 
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consistent with a chief prediction of a neuroanatomic model of semantic processing in 

which Broca’s area plays a key role in the selection of unique lexical items from 

multiple competing representations during sentence completion. 

3.3 Methods  

Patient information. Six English speaking patients (Table 3.1) with intractable epilepsy 

underwent placement of subdural electrodes in the left (dominant) hemisphere to 

localize their ictal onset zone and to identify language and motor areas using 

electrocortical stimulation mapping. The implanted electrodes consisted of arrays 

(grids and/or strips) of standard electrodes (2.3mm exposed diameter, 1cm center-to-

center spacing, Adtech, Racine, WI or PMT Crop, Chanhassen, MN) as well as high-

density electrodes (2mm exposed diameter, 5mm center-to-center spacing, PMT Crop, 

Chanhassen, MN). In all patients, the anatomical placement of electrodes was dictated 

solely by clinical considerations for recording seizures or mapping cortical function. 

Pati
ent  

Ag
e 

Gend
er 

Handed
ness 

Hemisphere 
Dominance 

Hemispheri
c Coverage 

Seizure Onset 
Zone 

1 32 Male Right Left Left Left superior 
parietal lobule 

2 49 Male Right Left Left Left fronto-central 
head regions 

3 49 Male Right Left Left Left fronto-central 
head regions 

4 26 Femal
e 

Both Left Left Left frontal lobe 
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5 25 Male Right Left Left Ventral left 
precentral gyrus 
and left inferior 
premotor area 

6 36 Femal
e 

Right Left Left Left inferior 
temporal gyrus 

Table 3.1. Patient Demographic and Clinical Information 

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consents. Patients were 

admitted to the Johns Hopkins Epilepsy Monitoring Unit after electrode implantation 

for a period of 6-14 days. All patients gave informed consent to participate in research 

testing under a protocol approved by the institutional review board of the Johns 

Hopkins Medical Institutions. 

Experimental Paradigm. During the sentence completion task, the patients were 

instructed to covertly read a sentence word by word (e.g. ‘He mailed the letter without 

a’), and to complete the sentence with one overtly spoken word (‘STAMP’) upon 

seeing the blank (‘_____.’, shown in Figure 3.1). We chose 200 sentences (Appendix 

1) from the Bloom and Fischler 1980 library (97).  The sentences varied in their cloze 

probability, which is the probability that a specific word is selected to end a sentence, 

based on previous performance by normal subjects. The sentences were chosen so that 

their cloze probabilities were evenly distributed in the following 8 bins: [0.2, 0.3), [0.3, 

0.4), [0.4, 0.5), [0.5, 0.6), [0.6, 0.7), [0.7, 0.8), [0.8, 0.9), [0.9, 1]. Sentences in each bin 

of cloze probability were matched for sentence length (6-9 words). The sentences were 
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divided into one training block and four testing blocks. The training block contained 8 

sentences, each having a different cloze probability from the 8 bins described above. 

The four testing blocks contained 48 sentences in each block, with 6 sentences from 

each of the 8 bins described above. Two different presentation rates were used: Patients 

1-4 viewed each word for 500ms (slow-timing), and Patients 5 and 6 viewed each word 

for 400ms (fast-timing). The presentation speed was determined before the experiment 

and was based on the patient’s preferences. After the last word in the sentence, a blank 

with a period was presented for 3 seconds, upon which the patient was instructed to 

speak out the one word answer, and to say “pass” if not able to retrieve an answer. A 

fixation cross was then presented for 1.5-2 seconds jittered, just before the next trial.  

The experiment was carried out using BCI2000 (99), running on a Windows PC 

computer with an extended LCD monitor presented in front of the patient during the 

task. We detected the onset of the first word as well as the offset of the last word for 

each sentence by recording the thresholded digital output of a photodiode mounted on 

the monitor presenting the stimuli. In each trial, the photodiode detected an increase in 

luminance that occurred when a small white square appeared at the bottom left corner 

of the screen during presentation onset of the visual stimulus. The white square then 

disappeared upon blank onset, creating a decrease in the analogue input. The verbal 

responses of the patient were recorded by a microphone, and were analyzed post-hoc 

for response accuracy as well as latency. The photodiode and microphone analog inputs 
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were fed into the neural recording system and synced with the ECoG channel 

recordings to get precise timing for analysis. Both of the analog input channels were 

recorded at a sampling rate of both 1 kHz and 30 kHz.  

Response Time Analysis.  The recorded verbal responses were manually transcribed 

and the response latencies manually marked in each trial for every patient. The response 

times (RTs) were measured by visual inspection of the waveforms using the Praat 

software for speech analysis (100). We calculated RTs from blank onset (i.e. offset of 

the last presented word) to verbal response onset (illustrated in Figure 3.1) for each trial 

on every patient. Incorrect trials were excluded from further analysis. We then grouped 

sentences with cloze probability (CP) higher than or equal to 0.6 as well as those with 

CP lower than 0.6, and calculated median RTs respectively. Numbers of sentences with 

CP≥ 0.6 and sentences with CP<0.6 are equal (96 sentences in each category). 

Electrode Localization.  Electrode locations were identified in a high-resolution post-

operative brain CT; electrode locations were then transformed onto a high-resolution 

pre-operative brain MRI by volumetrically co-registering the pre- and post-operative 

scans in Bioimage Suite (101). Pre-surgical volumetric MRI as well as electrode 

locations for individual patients were then normalized onto a Montreal Neurological 

Institute (MNI) brain atlas to show cross patient results. For details on the MNI 

electrode registration, see (102). 
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Data Acquisition and Analysis. Recordings of all standard and high-density electrodes 

were referenced to a single electrode to minimize extracranial sources of artifact. Raw 

ECoG signals were recorded with a 256-channel recording system (NeuroPort, 

BlackRock Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT; or Nihon Kohden America, Irvine, CA, 

USA), amplified and sampled the data at up to 30 kHz of sampling rate with an analog 

third-order Butterworth anti-aliasing filter. The anti-aliased 30 kHz recording was 

decimated to 1 kHz in all patients prior to any subsequent analysis. Channels with 

excessive amounts of noise were identified by a clinical neurophysiologist and 

excluded from analysis. The remaining channels were re-referenced using a common 

average reference (CAR) filter to remove spatial bias in the raw ECoG amplitudes. 

Separate CAR blocks were used for all the standard electrodes and all the high-density 

electrodes in each patient. 

High Gamma Activity Analysis. The CAR-filtered ECoG signal was analyzed for the 

duration of the task in 128 ms epochs of data with 112 ms overlap. The Fast Fourier 

transform (FFT) was computed on each window, and the resulting coefficients were 

then multiplied by a modified flat-top Gaussian window with cutoff between 70-150 

Hz, with notch filters applied to 60 Hz and 120 Hz for line noise elimination. The 

bandpass-filtered spectrum was converted to high gamma amplitude by zeroing the 

negative frequency components, doubling the positive frequency components, 

computing the inverse FFT, and taking the magnitude of the result (i.e. the Hilbert 
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transform) (103, 104). The resulting high gamma amplitude was then log transformed 

to approximate a normal distribution and decimated to a temporal resolution of 16 ms 

using a moving average filter. More details of spectral feature extraction methods can 

be found in (105). 

The red vs. blue curves in Figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 illustrate cortical activation, aligned 

with onset of the blank, during trials with low vs. high CP sentences, respectively, with 

the shaded areas indicating the 95% confidence interval. The cyan highlighted areas 

show the statistical significance between the two groups, based on the results of an 

FDR corrected two-sample single-tail t-test (p < 0.05). Red and blue triangles show 

median RT in low vs. high CP sentences, respectively.  

Event-related Causality (ERC) Analysis. ERC corresponds to significant differences in 

smoothed short-time direct directed transfer function (SdDTF) between baseline and 

post-stimulus periods and estimates the intensity, directionality, spectral characteristics 

and time course of statistically significant event-related changes in causal interactions 

or activity flows between recording sites. A detailed description of the method may be 

found in (106, 107). In this study, up to a total of 8-21 electrodes were selected for 

inclusion by order of the magnitude of task-related activation, to ensure there was 

sufficient data to fit model parameters. We calculated the SdDTF with a 0.15s 

overlapping window, with an 87% overlap to smooth the connectivity estimates. ERC 
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values were then obtained using statistical testing (penalized thin-plate spline) (108) to 

compare the estimates of connectivity during post-stimulus intervals to baseline 

connectivity estimates. The 1 second preceding the onset of the first word in each trial 

was used as a baseline. A 95% joint confidence interval was constructed for the 

differences between the estimates of connectivity during trials and the baseline estimate 

of connectivity. Only positive values of ERC were considered for this analysis because 

decreases in connectivity, as compared to baseline, are less likely to be related to task 

performance. For each patient, we performed an anatomical region of interest analysis 

to observe neural propagation from one brain region of interest to another. Broca’s area 

included pars triangularis and pars opercularis (Brodmann Area BA44 and BA45, 

respectively) of the left posterior inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). Posterior temporal cortex 

(pTC) was defined here as the posterior half of the superior temporal gyrus and middle 

temporal gyrus. 

Statistical Analysis. Behavioral differences between high vs. low CP sentences were 

tested with an analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the RT for each condition. The 

statistical significance of differences between the neural activation as well as the ERC 

flows of sentences with low vs. high CP were calculated using FDR corrected two-

sample single-tail t-test (p<0.05).  
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3.4 Results  

We recorded from a total of 737 left (dominant) hemisphere electrodes in six patients 

undergoing invasive monitoring for seizure localization (Table 3.1). All patients 

performed a sentence completion task in which they were instructed to covertly read a 

sentence word by word, and to complete the sentence with one overtly spoken word 

(Figure 3.1).  

 

Figure 3.1. Experimental Setup.  

Patients were instructed to read a sentence word by word, and to complete the sentence with one 

overtly spoken word upon seeing a blank. Each word was displayed on the screen for a duration of 

either 400 or 500ms, depending on the patient’s preference. The blank was displayed for 3 seconds, 

and a fixation cross was then displayed for a duration ranging from 1.5-2 seconds. Reaction times 

were calculated from blank onset to verbal response onset. 
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Behavioral Analysis. The median reaction time (RT) across all patients was 1.31 ± 

0.02s (standard error of the mean, SEM). The median RT for high cloze probability 

sentences (CP ≥ 0.6) was 1.22 ± 0.03s, and was 1.41 ± 0.03s for low CP sentences (CP 

< 0.6). An analysis of variance (ANOVA) confirmed that responses were significantly 

faster (F(2,1209)=12.05, p = 0.0005) for sentences with high CP than in those with low 

CP.  

Cortical Activation Analysis. We then analyzed high gamma power (70-150Hz): an 

index of cortical population firing rates near a recording site (109). During the sentence 

completion task, cortical activation over Broca’s area accumulated throughout stimulus 

presentation, and decreased not too long after response articulation. More importantly, 

cortical activation over Broca’s area appeared to be significantly higher for sentences 

with low CP than for sentences with high CP.  We found no comparable significant 

differences outside Broca’s area.  

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the cortical activation results mentioned above for Patient 1 

as an individual example. Cortical activation of LFPG12 over pars opercularis (Figure 

3.2B) was significantly higher for low CP sentences. In contrast, we did not observe a 

significant difference for LFPG128 over posterior superior temporal gyrus (Figure 

3.2C).  We further investigated all 17 electrodes within Broca’s area for this subject, 

13 of which showed consistently significant differences for low vs. high CP sentences 
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(Figure 3.3A, electrodes in green). The cyan highlighted area in Figure 3.3B marks the 

averaged interval where the differences were statistically significant, ranging from 0.83 

to 1.34s after blank onset for Patient 1. 

 

Figure 3.2. Cortical activation of electrodes LFPG12 and LFPG128 in Patient 1.  

(A) Brain map for Patient 1. White discs with black strokes represent implanted electrodes. Green 

and magenta starred electrodes represent LFPG12 and LFPG128, respectively. (B) Cortical 

activation of LFPG12 over the pars opercularis, with significant differences (cyan highlighted area) 
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in low (red) vs. high (blue) CP sentences; (C) Cortical activation of LFPG128 over the posterior 

superior temporal gyrus, with no such differences in low vs. high CP sentences. Cortical activation 

was aligned with blank onset (Time = 0) in both panels B and C. 

 

Figure 3.3. Averaged cortical activation across electrodes showing differences in low vs. high CP 

sentences for Patient 1.  

(A) Brain map for Patient 1. White discs with black strokes represent implanted electrodes. 

Electrodes in green represent the ones showing differences in low vs. high CP sentences. (B) 

Averaged cortical activation of all green electrodes from panel A, with significant differences (cyan 

highlighted area) in low (red) vs. high (blue) CP sentences. Cortical activation was aligned with 

blank onset (Time = 0) in panel B. 

The same analysis was further performed on five other patients, all showing similar 

accumulation patterns as well as significantly higher cortical activation over Broca’s 

area in sentences with low vs. high CP. Altogether we found 45 electrodes over Broca’s 
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area in six patients in which cortical activation showed differences over sentences with 

low vs. high CP. As illustrated in Figure 3.4, the average time interval of this effect 

was 0.52 – 1.99s after blank onset (Figure 3.4B, aligned with blank onset), and from 

1.12s before to 0.4s after response onset (Figure 3.4C, aligned with response onset). 

These conclusions held for both blank and response onset alignments, indicating that 

the effect was significant regardless of data alignment. In contrast, cortical activation 

averaged across 4 patients with coverage of the posterior temporal cortex did not show 

a significant difference over sentences with low vs. high CP (Figure 3.5).  
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Figure 3.4. Averaged cortical activation across electrodes showing differences in low vs. high CP 

sentences across all patients.  

(A) Standard brain map with normalized electrodes in all patients. Black discs with white strokes 

represent all implanted electrodes. Electrodes in green (shown here with larger diameters for 

illustration purpose) were used to generate the averaged neural activity plot in panels B and C. (B) 

Averaged cortical activation of all green electrodes from panel A, with significant differences (cyan 

highlighted area) in low (red) vs. high (blue) CP sentences, aligned with blank onset (Time 0).  (C) 
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Averaged cortical activation of all green electrodes from panel A, with significant differences (cyan 

highlighted area) in low (red) vs. high (blue) CP sentences, aligned with response onset (Time 0). 

 

Figure 3.5. Cortical activation averaged across 4 patients with coverage of the posterior temporal 

cortex.  

(A) Standard brain map with normalized electrodes in all patients. Black discs with white strokes 

represent all implanted electrodes. Electrodes in orange (shown here with larger diameters for 

illustration purpose) were used to generate the averaged neural activity plots in panels B and C. (B) 
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Averaged cortical activation of all orange electrodes from panel A, low (red) vs. high (blue) CP 

groups, aligned with blank onset (Time 0).  (C) Averaged cortical activation of all orange electrodes 

from panel A, low (red) vs. high (blue) CP groups, aligned with response onset (Time 0). 

We then sub-divided all trials into 8 finer CP bins, evenly distributed from 0.2 to 1 

(Materials and Methods). Across all 45 electrodes showing differences in low vs. high 

CP sentences, cortical activation was averaged over the time duration of these 

differences aligned with blank onset as well as response onset (i.e. 0.52 – 1.99s after 

blank onset and -1.12 – 0.4s after response onset, illustrated in Figure 3.4) across the 8 

CP bins. Figure 3.6 shows the result of a linear regression analysis using the averaged 

cortical activation of the 8 CP bins. Green dots represent the averaged cortical 

activation across all 45 electrodes with CP bins ranging from 0.2 to 1. Error bars show 

standard error of the mean. The black dotted lines illustrate the linear fit for the 

averaged cortical activation, with R2 = 0.95 for blank onset alignment and R2 = 0.92 

for response onset alignment. From these results, it appears that neural activity over 

Broca’s area gradually decreased as CP increased from 0.2 to 1.  
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Figure 3.6. Cortical activation averaged by time interval (A) 0.52 – 1.99s post blank onset and (B) 

-1.12 – 0.4s post response onset, across 45 electrodes over Broca’s Area in all patients, for each bin 

of CP.  

Error bars represent standard error of the mean. Dashed lines show linear fits for the averaged 

cortical activation, with R2 = 0.95 for blank onset alignment and R2 = 0.92 for response onset 

alignment. 

Because previous models of speech production have assigned an important role for 

syllabification to Broca’s area (31), we grouped the trials according to the syllable 

numbers of our subjects’ verbal responses (one vs multiple syllables), and we 

calculated cortical activation under these two conditions with both blank and response 

onset alignments (Figure 3.7). There were no significant differences between one vs. 

multiple syllable responses for blank onset alignment, and only a brief interval of 

100ms during which the difference between the two conditions was significant but 
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contrary to expectations (one-syllable higher than multiple-syllable). Although this 

analysis alone cannot be considered conclusive, we found no evidence, based on the 

degree of activation in Broca’s area, to support its role in syllabification. 

 

Figure 3.7. Averaged cortical activation across all electrodes showing one (red) vs. multiple (blue) 

syllable response words across all patients.  

(A) Averaged cortical activation of all green electrodes from Figure 3.4A, aligned with blank onset 

(Time 0). (B) Averaged cortical activation of all green electrodes from Figure 3.4A, aligned with 

response onset (Time 0).  Cyan highlighted area shows significant differences between the two 

conditions. 

Effective Connectivity Analysis. To further investigate the effective connectivity of 

neural propagation, we used Event-Related Causality (ERC) (106, 107) to estimate 

task-related, time-resolved causal influences between neural populations (Material and 

Methods). Here, to test our hypothesis that the role of Broca’s area in lexical selection 
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involves the retrieval of both lexical-semantic and lexical-acoustic representations in 

posterior temporal cortex (pTC), we focused on two major regions of interest in this 

analysis, namely Broca’s area and pTC, which included posterior superior and middle 

temporal gyri. Results from four out of the six patients (Patients 1, 4, 5 and 6; Patients 

2 and 3 didn’t have coverage in both Broca’s area and pTC) were grouped according 

to the anatomy illustrated in Figure 3.8A. As shown in Figure 3.8B, we observed 

significantly increased neural propagation (ERC flows) in sentences with low CP than 

those with high CP during the following time durations: 1) from pTC to Broca’s area 

(lower left panel), 0.70 – 0.26s before blank onset; 2) from Broca’s area to pTC (upper 

right panel), 0.20 – 1.10s after blank onset; and 3) within Broca’s area (upper left 

panel), 0.84 – 0.32s before and 0.36 – 1.10s after blank onset. There were no 

significantly increased ERC flows within pTC itself, as shown in the lower right panel 

of Figure 3.8B. Cyan highlighted areas in the plots illustrate significant differences 

between the two conditions. To summarize, neural propagation was significantly larger 

for sentences with higher lexical selection demands: 1) from pTC to Broca’s area 

immediately before onset of the cue to respond; 2) from Broca’s area to pTC in the 

interval between onset of the cue and onset of the response; and 3) within Broca’s area 

itself, beginning before the cue and continuing until response onset. 
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Figure 3.8. Dynamics of effective connectivity between Broca’s area and posterior temporal cortex 

(pTC) for low (red) and high (blue) CP sentences, as revealed by ERC analysis, averaged across 4 

patients with coverage for both Broca’s area and pTC.  
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(A) Standard brain map with normalized electrodes in all patients. Black discs with white strokes 

represent all implanted electrodes. Electrodes in green and orange (shown here with larger 

diameters for illustration purpose) illustrate selected electrodes over Broca’s area and pTC for ERC 

analysis, respectively. (B) Each plot represents a directed flow of neural activity from one brain 

region (before the arrow sign) to another (after the arrow sign). The X-axis represents time in 

seconds, and the Y-axis represents the intensity of the flow. Cyan highlighted areas represent 

intervals with significant differences by FDR corrected two sample one sided t-test (p < 0.05). The 

arrows on the brains illustrate the direction of the neural propagation for each plot. Cyclic arrows 

show interactions within a particular brain area, while straight arrows show interactions from one 

brain area to another. 

3.5 Discussion  

In this study, we examined cortical activation and neural propagation as six patients 

performed a sentence completion task in which the difficulty of lexical selection 

(indexed by sentence cloze probability) was systematically varied. As in previous 

studies (110), we found that response latencies were greater during completion of 

sentences with low cloze probability (more difficult lexical selection).  However, our 

ECoG recordings also allowed us to show that during a time interval consistent with 

lexical selection, Broca’s area activation was greater during completion of sentences 

with higher lexical selection demands. Moreover, during completion of sentences with 

higher lexical selection demands, neural propagation was greater within Broca’s area, 
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as well as between Broca’s area and regions in posterior temporal cortex (pTC) known 

to store lexical-acoustic and lexical-semantic representations.  

Previous studies have demonstrated that sentence cloze probability (CP) is a reliable 

index of lexical predictability. Readers are usually faster and more accurate during 

completion of high CP sentences (110). By recording eye movements during sentence 

reading, fixation and gaze durations are usually shorter for high CP target words (111). 

In event-related potential (ERP) studies of sentence reading, the amplitude of the N400 

component, modulated by a word’s predictability, shows a greater negativity upon 

seeing a low CP target word (112). In the current study, we used direct intracranial 

cortical recordings to study the neural dynamics of lexical selection processes with an 

unprecedented combination of temporal and spatial resolution.  In the time interval 

between the last word of the sentence and the onset of the subjects’ responses, Broca’s 

area activation was greater during completion of sentences with higher lexical selection 

demands. When we divided the sentences into finer CP bins, we found a near linear 

relationship between cortical activation in Broca’s area and CP, providing even 

stronger evidence for its key role in lexical selection. 

Prior lesion studies have demonstrated that patients with chronic left prefrontal cortex 

(PFC) damage often have impaired lexical selection (113, 114). A “race evidence 

accumulation” model has been proposed to explain these impairments (115, 116). In 
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this model, the activations of each viable lexical target in a single trial accumulate in 

parallel and independently, albeit at varying rates.  The first target to pass a threshold 

is selected for response processing. Their findings indicate that left PFC patients have 

an impaired ability to adjust this threshold. This appears to provide a reasonable 

explanation for our cortical activation results, where Broca’s area is more active with 

higher lexical selection demands. During completion of low CP sentences in which 

potential lexical targets are likely to have lower accumulation rates, Broca’s area may 

need to adjust the threshold higher to ensure that the most suitable target wins, and to 

lower the error rate. As a consequence, it takes more time for a lexical target to reach 

the adjusted threshold, resulting in a longer response time. This is also consistent with 

our behavioral results in which patients responded faster during completion of high CP 

sentences. The race evidence accumulation model, however, does not readily account 

for selection between two or more lexical items sharing similar accumulation rates.  In 

this case, the items are not easily separated by a raised threshold and a longer response 

time. The leaky competing accumulator model (117), in contrast, incorporates lateral 

inhibition and decay in the accumulation process. In this model, candidate lexical 

targets compete with each other, facilitating convergence on a unique target to reach 

the threshold for selection and subsequent response processing.  

A previous study (94) of overt verbal word production using similar methods 

investigated the dynamics of neural activation in Broca’s area and its effective 
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connectivity with other areas during verbal repetition of single spoken words and 

pseudowords, as well as reading single words, where there were no significant demands 

on lexical selection. A key finding of this study was that Broca’s area was active before, 

but not during, articulation of words and pseudowords, suggesting that Broca’s area is 

primarily engaged in articulatory encoding, i.e. preparation of an articulatory code to 

be implemented in sensorimotor cortex.  This interpretation was further supported by 

the observation of greater activation in Broca’s area during repetition of pseudowords 

than during repetition of real words, even though the words and pseudowords were 

matched in length and sublexical phonotactic probabilities.  Repeating pseudowords 

required preparation of a novel articulatory code, placing greater processing demands 

on Broca’s area.  Using the same methods used herein to study the dynamics of 

effective connectivity, the study by Flinker et al. also observed cascading, reciprocal 

neural propagations, first from superior temporal gyrus (STG) to Broca’s area, and 

during subsequent feedback from Broca’s area to STG, then from Broca’s area to 

ventral sensorimotor cortex.  This occurred before, but not during articulation, with 

subsequent feedback from ventral sensorimotor cortex to Broca’s area.  These findings 

suggested that Broca’s area is an important hub in large scale cortical language 

networks that, among other functions, coordinates the mapping of lexical-acoustic 

representations in STG to articulatory representations in sensorimotor cortex. 
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The current study builds on the previous Flinker et al. study by using a sentence 

completion task that places demands on lexical selection and varies those demands. 

Neural propagation from pTC to Broca’s area immediately before onset of the blank 

was significantly larger for sentences with higher lexical selection demands, suggesting 

that Broca’s area received more input from lexical-acoustic and lexical-semantic 

representations in pTC upon seeing the last word, just before making a decision. 

Subsequently, neural propagation from Broca’s area to pTC in the interval between 

onset of the blank and onset of the response was greater for sentences with higher 

lexical selection demands, suggesting that Broca’s area provides top-down feedback to 

lexical-acoustic and lexical-semantic representations, perhaps keeping them active 

(Figure 3.5), until response selection is complete and the articulatory plan is activated 

in sensorimotor cortex. These top-down cognitive control processes facilitate lexical 

access and act to reduce interference in lexical selection for appropriate response 

execution. In the meantime, there is neural propagation within Broca’s area itself, 

beginning before blank onset and continuing until response onset.  This could 

potentially reflect network interactions within Broca’s area during the process of lexical 

selection.  

Overall, our results are consistent with a functional neuroanatomic model of lexical 

access and selection described by Lau et al. (27), based on fMRI, TMS, and lesion 

studies (118–123). In this model, the pTC (i.e. the posterior middle temporal gyrus and 
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neighboring parts of the inferior temporal cortex and superior temporal sulcus) 

mediates the long-term storage of and access to lexical representations. The inferior 

frontal gyrus (IFG), in contrast, is involved in ‘the higher-order processes of selection 

and controlled retrieval of lexical information’. This model also posits that the anterior 

part of the IFG mediates controlled retrieval of lexical representations based on top-

down information, and that the posterior IFG mediates selection between highly 

activated candidate representations. Although we did not have enough electrodes over 

the anterior IFG to study its role in our task, our results do support the active 

involvement of posterior IFG (i.e. pars opercularis and pars triangularis, a.k.a. Broca’s 

area) during the process of lexical selection. In addition, our effective connectivity 

results suggest that Broca’s area receives information from pTC immediately before 

the subject is cued to complete the sentence, consistent with the model described above. 

In Hagoort’s memory, unification and control (MUC) model (80), Broca’s area and 

adjacent cortex is posited to play a key role in the integration (or, “unification”) of 

linguistic meaning with world knowledge. This so-called unification component 

explicitly includes contextual integration of representations during sentence 

comprehension and production. According to the model, based on a functional MRI 

meta-analysis, a unification gradient spans Broca’s area: semantic unification in BA47 

and BA45; syntactic unification in BA45 and BA44; and phonological unification in 

BA44 and ventral parts of BA6 (124). Our study supports one feature of this model by 
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demonstrating a semantic unification effect (i.e. more activation during sentences with 

higher demands on lexical selection) in BA44 and BA45. In the current study we did 

not control for syntactic or phonological unification, nor did the electrode coverage in 

our patients allow us to study the anatomical regions assigned to these processes.  

Although our findings provide strong evidence for Broca’s area playing a pivotal role 

in lexical selection, they do not rule out the involvement of other areas in this process 

since our recordings were limited to the cortical networks that were sampled by the 

electrodes that were implanted in our subjects for purely clinical purposes and that were 

engaged during our sentence completion task. Furthermore, event-related causality 

analysis takes into account partial contributions from selected recording sites but 

cannot elucidate the entire circuit or assess causality in the same sense as lesion studies. 

Moreover, our results could arise from a mixture of direct cortico-cortical projections 

as well as indirect projections from other cortical and subcortical sources. 

In summary, our neural activation and propagation results reveal that Broca’s area is 

more active and interacts more with posterior temporal cortex during completion of 

more demanding sentences. These data document a linear relationship between 

difficulty of lexical selection (indexed by sentence cloze probability) and Broca’s area 

activity during sentence completion, and lend support for the role of Broca’s area in 

the selection of a unique lexical target from multiple representations. These 
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observations inform models of the neurobiology of lexical access and selection, with 

implications of the fine temporal dynamics of lexical selection during speech.  
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Chapter 4 Spatial-temporal mapping combined with cortico-

cortical evoked potentials in predicting cortical stimulation 

results 

4.1 Abstract  

Functional human brain mapping is commonly performed during invasive monitoring 

with intracranial EEG electrodes prior to resective surgery for drug-refractory epilepsy. 

The current gold standard, electrocortical stimulation mapping (ESM), is 

time-consuming, sometimes elicits pain, and often induces afterdischarges or seizures.  

Moreover, there is a risk of overestimating eloquent areas due to propagation of the 

effects of stimulation to a broader network of language cortex. Spatial-temporal 

analysis of passive intracranial electroencephalographic (iEEG) signals has recently 

emerged as a potential alternative to ESM. Many aspects of passive iEEG mapping are 

attractive in a clinical setting, especially the ability to rapidly evaluate brain function 

at all recording sites simultaneously. However, investigators have observed less 

correspondence between ECoG and ESM maps of language than between their maps 

of motor function. This may be, in part, because even simple language tasks such as 

object naming or word reading require the recruitment and interaction of widely 

distributed cortical areas responsible for different stages of cognitive processing, and 
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because there is no a priori threshold for a magnitude of activation that is critically 

important for task performance. We hypothesized that incongruities between ESM and 

ECoG maps of language function may arise due to propagation of the effects of ESM 

to cortical areas with strong effective connectivity with the site of stimulation, 

especially if these areas are activated by the task being tested with ESM.  Effective 

connectivity encompasses not only anatomical connectivity but also the propensity of 

neural activity in one cortical site to be propagated to another cortical site and to have 

a causal effect on its neural activity.  To test our hypothesis, we evaluated four patients 

who underwent invasive monitoring for seizure localization, whose language and 

motor areas were identified using ESM. All patients performed a battery of language 

tasks, including visual object naming, auditory naming, word reading and auditory 

word repetition during passive iEEG recordings. To estimate the effective connectivity 

of stimulation sites with a broader network of task-activated cortical sites, we measured 

cortico-cortical evoked potentials (CCEPs) elicited across all recording sites by single-

pulse electrical stimulation at sites where ESM was performed at other times. With the 

combination of high gamma power as well as CCEPs results, we were able to train a 

logistic regression model to predict ESM results at individual electrode pairs. The 

average accuracy of the classifier was 79.5% using STFM results alone, and 86.2% 

using both STFM and CCEPs results. These findings suggest that the correspondence 

between passive iEEG maps and ESM results is greater when the effective connectivity 
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of ESM stimulation sites with a larger network of task-activated sites is taken into 

consideration. In light of these findings, we believe that both passive iEEG mapping 

and cortical network mapping together offer a deeper understanding of the relationship 

between ESM and passive iEEG mapping results, and that more studies are needed to 

understand the utility of both mapping techniques in clinical practice. 

4.2 Introduction  

Despite ongoing advances in non-invasive functional neuroimaging, electrocortical 

stimulation mapping (ESM) remains the gold standard for mapping cortical function at 

a sufficiently fine spatial scale in individual patients to guide the surgical resection of 

brain tissue for the treatment of drug-refractory epilepsy (35, 36) and brain tumors (4).  

The major advantage of this technique is that it allows clinicians to simulate the 

neurological consequences of lesioning tissue before it is permanently resected (9).  

However, there are important practical limitations on its clinical application. Chief 

amongst these is the risk of triggering afterdischarges and clinical seizures (12, 37, 39) 

that can prevent comprehensive functional mapping without contributing to 

localization of the patient’s ictal onset zone.  Additionally, ESM can elicit pain that 

prevents mapping at individual sites (125).  Lastly, because ESM is done sequentially 

at pairs of electrodes, finding the optimal stimulation current (37, 38) and then testing 

the effect of stimulation on different language tasks (126), it is time-consuming.  This 
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can force clinicians to map only a subset of sites.  This factor may ultimately pose a 

particularly acute limitation on ESM as the number and density of ECoG electrodes 

used for long-term monitoring increases (127, 128).   

In addition to the practical limitations on ESM’s clinical application, there are a number 

of concerns about its accuracy and predictive value.  The neural populations and 

operations that are interrupted during stimulation are not well controlled, and it is 

difficult to rule out distant effects through diaschisis or the distant effects of action 

potentials evoked by stimulation (39–41).  Furthermore, the simulated lesion of ESM 

cannot take into account the reorganization that occurs after real permanent lesions, 

and if it is done in only a subset of electrodes, it cannot identify other cortical sites that 

could potentially assume the function of the lesioned site (i.e., assess functional 

reserve). Finally, when ESM interrupts the performance of a cognitive task such as 

word production, the effect is usually all-or-none.  The same observed effect can 

potentially result from interruption of different stages of processing or levels of 

representation that are necessary for successful task completion. 

The limitations of ESM have long motivated the investigation of passive iEEG 

recordings as a tool for mapping cortical function prior to resective surgery (13, 42, 43, 

129, 130).  iEEG recordings cannot trigger seizures or pain, and they can be used to 

simultaneously survey task-related cortical activity in the entire set of implanted 
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electrodes.  In addition, iEEG recordings yield a graded measure of task-related neural 

activity capable of resolving the activation of cortical sites at temporal scales 

comparable to the stages of processing that comprise language tasks (131).  Thus, the 

relative degree and timing of activation at a given site can be used to estimate its 

contribution to these processing stages, providing clinicians with more information as 

they weigh the benefits and risks of removing epileptogenic tissue vs. sparing eloquent 

cortex. 

In spite of its practical and theoretical advantages over ESM, iEEG spatial-temporal 

functional mapping (STFM) has not been widely used in clinical practice.  One reason 

for this has been a lack of consensus on which signal components are most informative 

about task-related neural activity.  In recent years, high gamma (~60 to 200 Hz) power 

changes have been increasingly recognized as a robust and reliable index of task-related 

activation of cortical populations of neurons (16, 17, 22, 132).  This index is highly 

correlated with blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) responses in fMRI (24, 133–

135) and with single unit activity recorded by microelectrodes (66, 25).  Accordingly, 

it is highly specific with respect to the location and timing of task-related cortical 

activation, and it has been observed in nearly every cortical functional-anatomical 

domain in which it has been studied, including sensorimotor, auditory, visual, and 

language areas (16, 17, 22). Moreover, recent technological developments have 

allowed STFM to be performed online, providing immediate feedback to clinicians 
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(105). STFM can also illuminate the temporal sequence of network activation 

(dynamics) with a time resolution that is far superior to fMRI, allowing greater insights 

into the functional role of individual sites. 

These properties have made STFM an attractive tool for human research in cognitive 

and systems neuroscience. Indeed, recent studies have demonstrated extraordinary 

spatial and temporal selectivity in iEEG-recorded population responses (136). In spite 

of these advances in research, the potential clinical application of STFM for pre-

resective functional mapping has not yet been fully realized. To date, efforts to 

demonstrate the clinical utility of STFM have used ESM for validation, and although 

several studies have found strong agreement between ECoG high gamma responses 

and ESM in motor and early sensory cortices (15, 137–139), there has been less 

agreement in language cortex (13, 48, 50, 140, 141). In a study comparing STFM and 

ESM for localization of object naming in 13 patients, for example (13), the authors 

observed a tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity as the threshold for the 

magnitude of high gamma responses was varied, i.e. low thresholds yielded high 

sensitivity but low specificity and vice versa. Among the possible explanations for 

discrepancies between STFM and ESM, the most important would be if changes in 

local population firing rates alone do not capture important information about an 

individual site's role in overall task performance. 
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The reliance of spoken word production on the function of large-scale cortical networks 

in frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes has long been appreciated by behavioral 

neurologists and cognitive psychologists studying the effects of lesions on different 

brain regions. These effects can be exquisitely specific for different aspects of 

perceptual processing, semantic and phonological representations, and articulatory 

plans. Psychophysical investigations into the timing of these different cognitive 

operations have indicated that they occur in quasisequential stages that overlap in time 

(cascaded) (31). EEG, MEG, and fMRI studies have provisionally localized these 

operations to different brain regions, but because of variations in functional anatomy, 

these insights cannot be clinically applied to individual patients (142, 143). In contrast, 

iEEG high gamma power changes are sufficiently robust to yield statistically 

significant responses within individuals, revealing the location and timing of cortical 

processing at clinically useful resolutions. However, processing at a given site may not 

always be critical to task performance. Furthermore, processing at each stage likely 

occurs in sub-networks comprised of multiple cortical sites. The opportunity, and 

challenge, for iEEG STFM is thus to identify which sites in these sub-networks are 

most important for task performance so that impairments can be avoided.  

We evaluated four patients who underwent invasive monitoring for seizure localization 

whose language and motor areas were identified using ESM. Additionally, all patients 

performed language tasks including visual object naming, auditory naming, word 
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reading and auditory word repetition during passive iEEG recordings. We also 

measured cortico-cortical evoked potentials (CCEPs) elicited by single-pulse electrical 

stimulation at distant cortical sites when the patients were awake. With the combination 

of high gamma power as well as CCEPs results, we were able to train a logistic 

regression model to predict ESM results at individual electrode pairs. Our findings 

suggest that additional information about effective connectivity in the overall network 

of cortical regions activated by language tasks enhance the ability of iEEG STFM to 

predict ESM results.  

In this chapter, we will use insights from the network dynamics during language tasks 

to improve the accuracy of STFM and better understand the strengths and limitations 

of both STFM and ESM. This study will exert its most profound and long-lasting 

impact by providing critical evidence for the clinical utility of STFM for both 

extraoperative and intraoperative functional mapping prior to resective surgery. 

4.3 Methods  

Patient information. Four English speaking patients (Table 4.1) with intractable 

epilepsy underwent placement of subdural electrodes in the left (dominant) hemisphere 

to localize their ictal onset zone and to identify language and motor areas using 

electrocortical stimulation mapping. The implanted electrodes consisted of arrays 

(grids and/or strips) of standard electrodes (2.3mm exposed diameter, 1cm center-to-
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center spacing, Adtech, Racine, WI or PMT Crop, Chanhassen, MN) as well as high-

density electrodes (2mm exposed diameter, 5mm center-to-center spacing, PMT Crop, 

Chanhassen, MN). In all patients, the anatomical placement of electrodes was dictated 

solely by clinical considerations for recording seizures or mapping cortical function. 

Pati
ent 

Ag
e 

Gend
er 

Hande
dness 

Hemisphere 
Dominance 

Hemispheric 
Coverage 

Seizure Onset Zone 

1 25 Male Right Left Left Ventral left precentral 
gyrus and left inferior 
premotor area 

2 32 Male Right Left Left Left superior parietal 
lobule 

3 26 Femal
e 

Both Left Left Left frontal lobe 

4 49 Male Right Left Left Left fronto-central 
head regions 

Table 4.1. Patient Demographic and Clinical Information 

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consents. Patients were 

admitted to the Johns Hopkins Epilepsy Monitoring Unit after electrode implantation 

for a period of 6-14 days. All patients gave informed consent to participate in research 

testing under a protocol approved by the institutional review board of the Johns 

Hopkins Medical Institutions. 

Experimental Paradigm. A battery of language tasks were performed under ESM 

and/or passive iEEG recordings. In the word reading task (iEEG), subjects were shown 

a word on a monitor directly in front of them, and were instructed to read it out loud. 
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In a paragraph reading task (ESM only), subjects read stories aloud as electrocortical 

stimulation was intermittently given.  In the visual object naming task (iEEG and 

ESM), subjects were shown a picture stimulus on a monitor (iEEG) or a piece of paper 

(ESM) directly in front of them. Subjects were instructed to speak the name of the 

object in the picture, or say “pass” if they could not recall the name. In the auditory 

word repetition task (iEEG only), subjects were played an audio recording of a spoken 

word through a speaker placed in front of them. Subjects were instructed to verbally 

repeat the cued word. In the auditory naming task (iEEG and ESM), subjects were 

played an audio recording of a spoken sentence describing a certain object through a 

speaker placed in front of them. They were instructed to verbally name the object out 

loud.  Trial numbers of each task for each patient were governed by the time constraints 

on patient testing and the set of stimuli used. 

Electrode Localization.  Electrode locations were identified in a high-resolution post-

operative brain CT; electrode locations were then transformed onto a high-resolution 

pre-operative brain MRI by volumetrically co-registering the pre- and post-operative 

scans in Bioimage Suite (101). Pre-surgical volumetric MRI as well as electrode 

locations for individual patients were then normalized onto a Montreal Neurological 

Institute (MNI) brain atlas to show cross patient results. For details on the MNI 

electrode registration, see (102). 
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Data Acquisition and Analysis. Recordings of all standard and high-density electrodes 

were referenced to a single electrode to minimize extracranial sources of artifact. Raw 

ECoG signals were recorded with a 256-channel recording system (NeuroPort, 

BlackRock Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT; or Nihon Kohden America, Irvine, CA, 

USA), amplified and sampled the data at up to 30 kHz of sampling rate with an analog 

third-order Butterworth anti-aliasing filter. The anti-aliased 30 kHz recording was 

decimated to 1 kHz in all patients prior to any subsequent analysis. Channels with 

excessive amounts of noise were identified by a clinical neurophysiologist and 

excluded from analysis. The remaining channels were re-referenced using a common 

average reference (CAR) filter to remove spatial bias in the raw ECoG amplitudes. 

Separate CAR blocks were used for all the standard electrodes and all the high-density 

electrodes in each patient. 

ESM Analysis. All patients underwent functional mapping with electrocortical 

stimulation of motor and language cortex following routine clinical procedures (Lesser 

et al., 1987; Sinai et al., 2005a). ESM was performed in 2- to 3-h blocks over 1–2 days. 

Electrode pairs were stimulated using a GRASS S-12 Biphasic Stimulator (Grass-

Telefactor/Astro-Med, Inc., West Warwick, RI, USA). Intracranial EEG was 

continuously monitored for after-discharges and seizures. Two- to 5-s trains of 50 Hz, 

0.3 ms, alternating polarity square-wave pulses were delivered in 0.5-mA increments 

from 1 mA up to a maximum of 12 mA (typically between 7 and 12 mA), or the highest 
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amperage that did not produce after-discharges at a given electrode pair, maximizing 

currents at each cortical site regardless of adjacent after-discharge thresholds (Lesser 

et al., 1984; Pouratian et al., 2004). 

Language location was determined as follows: electrode pairs were considered ESM 

positive for language if stimulation resulted in absent or delayed responses, paraphasic 

errors, and/or incorrect responses not followed by after-discharges during at least two 

trials at the same electrode pair, if these errors were not also present during baseline 

testing (Sinai et al., 2005a). Otherwise, electrode pairs were defined as ESM negative 

for  language, including if there were after-discharges as a result of stimulation, but no 

hesitation, interruption or incorrect response. If ESM at an electrode pair produced or 

interfered with involuntary movement, it was considered ESM positive for motor 

function.  

High Gamma Response Analysis. The CAR-filtered ECoG signal was analyzed for the 

duration of the task in 128ms epochs of data with 112ms overlap. The Fast Fourier 

transform (FFT) was computed on each window, and the resulting coefficients were 

then multiplied by a modified flat-top Gaussian window with cutoff between 70-150 

Hz, with notch filters applied to 60 Hz and 120 Hz for line noise elimination. The 

bandpass-filtered spectrum was converted to high gamma amplitude by zeroing the 

negative frequency components, doubling the positive frequency components, 
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computing the inverse FFT, and taking the magnitude of the result (i.e. the Hilbert 

transform) (103, 104). The resulting high gamma amplitude was then log transformed 

to approximate a normal distribution and decimated to a temporal resolution of 16 ms 

using a moving average filter. More details of spectral feature extraction methods can 

be found in (105). 

Cortico-cortical Evoked Potentials. The CCEP methodology is described in detail 

elsewhere (Matsumoto et al. 2004, 2007). Direct electrical stimulation was applied in 

a bipolar manner to a pair of adjacently placed subdural electrodes using a constant-

current stimulator (Grass S12 stimulator, AstroMed,  Inc., West Warwick, RI, USA). 

Single-pulse electrical stimuli (biphasic wave pulse: 0.3-ms duration) were delivered 

at jittered interstimulus intervals of 3.0–3.6s. Stimulation was monitored by a physician 

experienced in iEEG interpretation and electrocortical stimulation mapping. One set of 

trials for each stimulation site comprised 70–200 stimuli, depending on clinical 

circumstances and the time available for testing. During the recording, we asked the 

patients to recline comfortably awake on the bed and to continue their usual activities. 

We titrated stimulation intensity in increments of 0.5–1 mA, making sure that no 

afterdischarges were induced, up to a maximum of 5 mA for electrode arrays with 0.5 

cm spacing or 10 mA for arrays with 1.0 cm spacing. More current was used for 

electrodes with larger surface area and interelectrode distances to achieve similar 

current densities. Because stimulation of sensorimotor or visual cortices can sometimes 
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evoke symptoms at low intensities (i.e., movement or subjective sensory sensation of a 

part of the body, and phosphenes), which could cause patients to attend to the stimulus 

and modify their low-frequency oscillations, we sometimes used 5 mA even for arrays 

with 1.0 cm spacing and confirmed that stimulation produced no symptom. 

Accuracy calculation algorithm. To investigate the degree of correspondence between 

STFM, CCEPs and ESM, we constructed a logistic regression model to predict ESM 

results using STFM and CCEPs results: 

ESM = β1
∑ (STFMzscore) 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

2
+ β2

∑ (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧×𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) 𝑔𝑔𝑧𝑧𝑆𝑆𝑔𝑔

#𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃
+ β3      (*) 

where β1, β2 and β3 are constants. 

Training Logistic Regression Classifiers. We trained the data using a generalized linear 

model regression tool from Matlab to receive values of β1, β2 and β3 in formula (*). 

The Classification Learner App was also used in Matlab to calculate accuracy and area 

under curve (AUC) of the ROC curve of the logistic regression model for each task in 

each patient.  

4.4 Results 

Electrocortical stimulation mapping (ESM) results for Patient 2 is illustrated as an 

example in Figure 4.1. Electrode pairs positive for motor, sensory, language and pain 
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are shown in respective colors in the legend. Electrode pairs clear for the above 

functions are shown in green. ESM positive pairs are entered as value 1, and negative 

pairs entered as value 0 as the observed responses in the prediction model. 

 

Figure 4.1. ESM results for Patient 2.  

Green bars indicate electrode pairs that were negative during stimulation. Purple, red, orange and 

blue bars indicate electrode pair(s) that were positive during language, motor, 2nd motor and sensory 
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tasks, respectively. Seizure onset zone are outlined with cyan shapes and more information of a 

specific pair is noted nearby.  

Figure 4.2 shows spatial-temporal function mapping (STFM) results for Patient 2 

during a word reading task as an example. A raster plot on the left displays the 

magnitude of event-related changes in the high gamma amplitude at each time point 

after stimulus onset, as compared to the baseline. The magnitudes are thresholded for 

significance (p < 0.05) using False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction in the channel 

raster and are uncorrected in the trial raster. A brain map was displayed on the right to 

show the locations and relative magnitudes of activations either integrated over the 

entire post-stimulus interval or at any user-selectable time point in the channel raster. 

The magnitude of the high gamma power at a particular electrode and time is 

represented by the size and color of disks overlaid on ECoG electrode locations in a 

two dimensional snapshot of the three dimensional brain reconstruction. STFM results 

for all patients in this chapter are available at http://cerebro.neuro.jhu.edu:8080. In the 

prediction model, an averaged value across time is used for each channel, and the values 

are normalized between 0 and 1 under the same task for all channels.  

http://cerebro.neuro.jhu.edu:8080/
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Figure 4.2. STFM results for Patient 2 during a word reading task.  

The raster plot on the left shows trial-averaged STFM results in a time by channels manner, and the 

brain map on the right shows STFM results on an anatomical illustration at a specific time stamp. 

More details can be found at (105). 

Cortico-cortical evoked potentials (CCEPs) results for one stimulation pair (LFS20-

LFS28) in Patient 2 are shown in Figure 4.3. We can see CCEPs waves in a time by 

amplitude manner in each electrode not stimulated, with graded z-score values of 

different colors shown in the legend. The z-score values for the CCEPs results are 

normalized between 0 and 1 as one of the input matrices for the prediction model.  
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Figure 4.3. CCEPs results for Patient 2 when stimulating electrode pair LFS20-LFS28.  

A time by amplitude evoked potential plot is shown in each of the channel without stimulation. 

Color of the plots indicate z-score categories for that particular channel: blue, cyan, green and 

yellow means z-score =0, >6, >8 and =10, respectively. 

Using formula (*) from Methods, we trained the data using generalized linear model 

regression to get values of β1, β2 and β3 (Table 4.2).  
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Patient Task 𝛃𝛃𝟏𝟏 𝛃𝛃𝟐𝟐 𝛃𝛃𝟑𝟑 
1 Word Reading -713.102 4905.375 -708.415 
1 Picture Naming -496.492 1549.125 -274.776 
2 Word Repetition -0.9827 -4.92218 107.8485 
2 Word Reading -0.98867 -3.86413 91.18006 
3 Auditory Naming -2.55035 1.478216 -61.796 
3 Picture Naming 32.09862 -1286.66 -4456.09 
3 Word Reading -95.2168 803.845 -28996.5 
4 Auditory Naming -4.74861 136.977 -27.0329 
4 Picture Naming -258.971 760.3992 1246.639 
4 Word Repetition -288.188 1535.857 1329.284 

Table 4.2. Logistic regression parameters using a generalized linear model regression. 

The accuracy and arear under the ROC curve (AUC) were calculated with the above 

logistic regression models (Table 4.3). In order to compare accuracy in predicting ESM 

results, we first eliminated the second constant β2  which contains CCEPs analysis 

results to get the accuracy and AUC when only using STFM results. The averaged 

accuracy was 79.5% and AUC 0.51. Then, we added β2 back in and used the formula 

(*) to predict ESM results with STFM and CCEPs results combined. The average 

accuracy was 86.2% and AUC 0.67. We then performed a two-sample t-test between 

STFM only and STFM+CCEPs results, and the p-values for the accuracies and AUCs 

to be significantly different from each other were 0.26 and 0.23, respectively.  

Patient Task Accuracy% 
STFM 

AUC 
STFM 

Accuracy% 
STFM+CCEPs 

AUC 
STFM+CCEPs 

1 Word Reading 85.7 0.42 85.7 0.42 
1 Picture Naming 85.7 0.5 85.7 0.42 
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2 Word 
Repetition 

52.4 0.54 71.4 0.63 

2 Word Reading 52.4 0.46 71.4 0.53 
3 Auditory 

Naming 
92.9 0.08 100 1 

3 Picture Naming 71.4 0.79 85.7 0.56 
3 Word Reading 85.7 0.15 92.9 1 
4 Auditory 

Naming 
84.6 0.14 84.6 0.59 

4 Picture Naming 92.3 1 92.3 0.75 
4 Word 

Repetition 
92.3 1 92.3 0.75 

Averaged Accuracy/AUC 79.5 0.51 86.2 0.67 

Table 4.3. Classification accuracy and area under curve using different classification models.  

4.5 Discussion 

Results from four patients performing a variety of language tasks demonstrated that 

combining the results of iEEG STFM and CCEPs improved the accuracy of predicting 

ESM results for language functional mapping of epilepsy patients prior to surgical 

resections.  

There is growing clinical evidence in support of using passive iEEG for functional 

mapping.  Brunner et al. (15)  performed a side-by-side comparison of ESM and STFM 

in motor cortex with favorable results (i.e. no false negatives, ~1% false positives).  

Mapping language cortex presents additional challenges, however, since multiple sites 

over large-scale cortical networks are involved.  The temporal profile of activation at a 

given site and its timing relative to other sites could therefore provide insight into its 
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function and contribution to a given task.  For example, semantic knowledge is likely 

distributed broadly over temporal and frontal cortices (144) .    Although some studies 

have indicated poor sensitivity and specificity of STFM in relation to ESM (e.g. 

specificity of 78% and sensitivity of 38% during visual object naming (13), a recent 

report has suggested that in some instances it can be more predictive of post-operative 

language impairments than ESM (21, 42).  More work will be required to correlate 

surgical outcomes with the location of resected and preserved sites identified by ESM 

and STFM. 

ESM is still the gold-standard for localizing eloquent cortex, but when compared to 

ground-truth patient outcomes, unpredicted resective deficits can and do still occur.(13, 

21, 39, 102, 145) Passive iEEG mapping has been investigated as a replacement for 

ESM, but to date, its combined sensitivity and specificity relative to ESM have been 

suboptimal, especially for language mapping.(48) Both methods have potential 

strengths and limitations. ESM reversibly simulates the behavioral effect of a lesion, 

but its effects, particularly for long trains, may not be confined to the stimulation site, 

potentially eliciting action potentials in fibers of passage and interfering with function 

at distant sites. Passive iEEG provides a temporally specific, graded measure of task-

related activation at all recorded sites, but it has been difficult to define a threshold for 

the magnitude of activation that denotes the importance of a site to task performance. 
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Current models of word production (31) suggest that cortical language networks are 

broadly distributed, multi-nodal, and sometimes redundant. However, the behavioral 

effects of ESM are usually interpreted in a strictly localizationist framework that 

doesn’t consider its impact on network dynamics. iEEG studies of these dynamics 

provide an unprecedented opportunity to understand ESM within this emerging 

framework and to develop more accurate predictions of the effects of surgical lesions 

on behavior. We hypothesized that discrepancies between iEEG high gamma and ESM 

maps of word production can be accounted for by iEEG models of network dynamics. 

For example, ECoG(+)/ESM(-) sites may be accounted for by parallel, redundant high 

efficiency pathways (Fig 4.4). Conversely, ESM(+)/ECoG(-) sites may be accounted 

for by interference with processing at distant ECoG(+) sites (Fig 4.5). This interference 

could occur by enhancing or inhibiting population firing at distant, connected sites. We 

directly tested this possibility by measuring the effect of single pulse electrical 

stimulation (SPES) in distant ECoG sites (cortical-cortical evoked potentials, CCEPs). 
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Figure 4.4. Network effects of ESM on multiple high efficiency paths.  

Cortical stimulation (boxed in red) is indicated with a lightning bolt. High efficiency paths are 

indicated with red arrows. Connections disrupted by stimulation are lighter. Dotted arrows denote 

connections predicted to be disrupted by upstream stimulation. a) ESM only affects one high 

efficiency path, and may not interfere with task performance. b) ESM induces depolarization 

blockade of both high efficiency network paths and interferes with task performance. 
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Figure 4.5. Distant effects of cortical stimulation.  

Connections coded as in Fig 4.4. Cortical stimulation across two sites (boxed in red) interferes with 

a distant, strongly connected network hub (boxed in yellow). High efficiency paths from cue- to 

response-related subnets are thereby disrupted. This results in decreased network efficiency and 

task performance which wrongly implicates the stimulated site. 

In conclusion, this chapter sought to reconcile inconsistencies between the results of 

STFM and ESM.  Agreement between these methods has not been as good for language 

mapping as it has been for motor mapping.  We hypothesized that some of these 

discrepancies may be due to propagation of ESM effects to cortical areas connected to 

the site of stimulation.  To test this hypothesis, we used cortico-cortical evoked 

potentials to estimate the effective connectivity of stimulation sites to other sites in the 

language network. We found that this method improved the accuracy of STFM in 

predicting ESM results and helped explain similarities and differences between STFM 

and ESM language maps. We believe that this information will help clinicians better 

understand the contributions that tested sites make to task performance. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusions 

5.1 Summary of findings  

The work presented here has demonstrated the utility of passive iEEG recordings, 

particularly in high gamma frequencies (70-120Hz), for passive online mapping of 

human language function at the bedside, probing the role of Broca’s area during speech 

production combined with neural propagation, and improving the accuracy of language 

mapping combined with effective connectivity analysis. We first showed the feasibility 

and clinical utility of online spatial-temporal functional mapping (STFM) for mapping 

human language function, particularly under clinical circumstances in which time is 

limited and comprehensive ESM is impractical. Next, we demonstrated that Broca’s 

area plays a key role in lexical selection during a sentence completion task by 

investigating the spatial-temporal dynamics of neural activity combined with analyses 

of effective connectivity. This study also demonstrated the utility of STFM for 

identifying the functional role of a given cortical area in a complex language task.  

Finally, we combined the results of STFM and cortico-cortical evoked potentials 

(CCEPs) to build and test a model for predicting ESM results. This method improved 

the accuracy of STFM with respect to ESM and better described the relationship 

between STFM and ESM language maps. These results suggest that STFM is a 
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promising tool for testing both research and clinical hypotheses if combined with 

cortical network dynamics. 

5.2 Future directions  

5.2.1 Temporally restricted electrocortical stimulation mapping (trESM) 

During clinical ESM, long stimulation trains (2-5 seconds) are employed because the 

timing of targeted neural processing is not known in advance. One way to overcome 

these limitations is by 1) using STFM to derive time windows of functionally critical 

activation at individual cortical sites, 2) using the resulting time windows to tailor the 

duration and onset of cortical stimulation trains, and 3) systematically analyzing the 

impact of stimulation on response accuracy and latency. 

The feasibility of tailoring the timing of ESM was demonstrated in a previous study of 

the temporal dynamics of lexical semantic processing for visual objects in fusiform 

gyrus (146). In this study, the onset of stimulation trains was varied with respect to the 

onset of visual stimuli (400 to 900-ms in 50-ms increments) during visual object 

naming (Figure 5.1). The latency at which stimulation interfered with naming varied 

according to subjective object familiarity, but it was possible to infer that critical task-

related processing at this site was completed between 450 and 750-ms after stimulus 

onset.  
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Figure 5.1. Visual object (picture) naming performance as a function of the onset of electrocortical 

stimulation relative to onset of the picture.  

Horizontal axis = time (in msec) between onset of electrical and visual stimuli. Vertical axis =% of 

objects named correctly and incorrectly at each temporal offset. Adapted from Hart J Jr, et al. (1998) 

(146) 

An important limitation of this study was that when it was done, the lab did not yet 

have a reliable method for deriving the spatial-temporal correlates of cortical 

processing from passive ECoG recordings. Thus, the completion of processing could 

only be inferred from the results of cortical stimulation. Also, visual stimuli were 
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visible until the patient spoke, and 5-s stimulus trains were used to prevent the patient 

from simply delaying their responses until after stimulation. I will present the visual 

stimulus for 50-ms to prevent this strategy while still allowing interruption or slowing 

of the patient’s responses by time-restricted stimulation trains.  

I predict that temporally specific stimulation of target electrodes over Broca’s area will 

a) increase the number of task performance errors (unable to read/repeat words, 

semantic or phonemic paraphasias, absent responses), and/or b) increase the latency of 

(correct and incorrect) verbal responses.  

The former will be interpreted as an interruption or perturbation of cortical processing 

that is critical for accurate responses. This may occur at different processing stages. 

More likely, however, I predict that stimulation will significantly delay verbal response 

latencies by temporarily blocking Broca’s area function. I predict that stimulation at 

the onset of Broca’s area activation will produce the greatest increase in latency, with 

decreasing effects as the activation is allowed to proceed for longer periods before 

stimulation. Consequently, stimulation that begins after the offset of propagation will 

have little or no effect on response latency. I predict that longer stimulation trains will 

delay responses more than shorter ones. I also expect that stimulations of higher 

intensity will delay responses more than lower intensity ones. 
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5.2.2 Predicting post-operative language outcomes 

Our team has begun an admittedly coarse approach to finding an independent 

identification of functional cortex via identification of regions of interest (ROIs), which 

conservatively demarcate functional anatomy. Using this technique, we were able to 

make a preliminary case that iEEG functional mapping outperforms stimulation 

mapping. Ultimately, however, STFM will need to show superior performance in 

predicting post-operative deficits to truly replace ESM. In addition to being an 

independent standard, predicting post-operative deficits is the ultimate goal of epilepsy 

surgery planning.  

The use of post-operative deficits as a gold standard is certainly not without its own 

challenges. Aggregating databases of post-operative deficits and their relationships 

with functional mapping results is difficult since putative eloquent cortex as identified 

is preferentially spared. This means that there would be an underrepresentation of 

ESM-positive sites in such a database. The net effect of such a sampling bias would be 

an overestimation of STFM’s relative sensitivity and an overestimation of ESM’s 

relative specificity (see Table 5.1). This could, of course, be overcome by simply 

including enough patients in the database that these factors could be balanced 

appropriately. Beyond the issue of sampling bias is the complication that deficits are 

not truly binary: they may be incomplete or vary in duration (e.g., deficits may be 
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chronic or resolve several months after surgery). Segmenting the database into sub-

categories provides opportunities to highlight a role for STFM but further increases the 

size requirements of the cohort. 

Deficit? Truth ESM STFM Information Gained 
Yes + + + None 
Yes + + - STFM sensitivity decrease 
Yes + - + ESM sensitivity decrease 
Yes + - - None 
Yes - + + None 
Yes - + - ESM Sensitivity Increase (incorrect) 
Yes - - + STFM Sensitivity Increase (incorrect) 
Yes - - - None 
No - + + None 
No - + - ESM Specificity Decrease 
No - - + STFM Specificity Decrease 
No - - - None 

Table 5.1. Information gained from resections, ESM, and STFM results for resected sites.  

Grayed out rows are ESM-positive and would thus be underrepresented in a database of resected 

sites. Each row corresponds to a specific set of attributes of a single resected site: (1) Did the 

resection cause a deficit in the task of interest? (2) Is this site truly functionally related to the task 

of interest? (3) Did ESM identify this site as task-related? and (4) Did STFM identify this site as 

task-related? The last column highlights information gained (sometimes incorrectly) about a site 

with the specified set of attributes. Note: this table assumes that a lesion could result from the 

resection of another site, which is why the first and second columns are different.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1. Sentence stems used in the described sentence completion task, with 

responses and cloze probabilities (CPs) for each sentence stem. Sentences were 

selected from the Bloom and Fischler 1980 library. 

Training Set 
No Sentence Response CP 

1 'They took short trips during the' 'SUMMER' 0.51 
2 'The hunter shot and killed a large ' 'DEER' 0.43 
3 'He was afraid to work the night' 'SHIFT' 0.89 
4 'The old house was built entirely of' 'WOOD' 0.63 
5 'Bill jumped in the lake and made a big' 'SPLASH' 0.99 
6 'The man was caught selling an illegal' 'DRUG' 0.77 
7 'His ring fell into a hole in the ' 'SINK' 0.23 
8 'We used to get company every' 'NIGHT' 0.37 

Block 1 
No Sentence Response CP 

1 'Jim hit his horse with a' 'WHIP' 0.49 
2 'It was important to be on' 'TIME' 0.77 
3 'Surgery was needed to repair his failing' 'HEART' 0.53 
4 'What you find depends on where you' 'LOOK' 0.49 
5 'Matt was wild when he was' 'YOUNG' 0.49 
6 'Larry chose not to join the ' 'CLUB' 0.34 
7 'To tune your car you need a special ' 'TOOL' 0.55 
8 'The death of his dog was a great ' 'SHOCK' 0.29 
9 'Scotty licked the bottom of the' 'BOWL' 0.53 

10 'A future energy source is the' 'SUN' 0.78 
11 'He disliked having to commute to the' 'CITY' 0.27 
12 'Motorcycles can create a lot of' 'NOISE' 0.77 
13 'The loaf was eaten except for a small ' 'PIECE' 0.49 
14 'The lawyer feared that his client was ' 'GUILTY' 0.73 
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15 'They sat together without speaking a single' 'WORD' 0.98 
16 'The ruby was so big, it looked like a' 'ROCK' 0.33 
17 'Dan caught the ball with his ' 'HAND(S)' 0.49 
18 'A direct attack failed, so they changed the' 'STRATEGY' 0.37 
19 'Rushing out he forgot to take his ' 'COAT' 0.24 
20 'They were startled by the sudden ' 'NOISE' 0.59 
21 'He was miles off the main' 'ROAD' 0.48 
22 'The surface of the water was nice and ' 'SMOOTH' 0.26 
23 'George must keep his pet on a' 'LEASH' 0.89 
24 'His boss refused to give him a' 'RAISE' 0.96 
25 'He disappeared last year, and has not been' 'SEEN' 0.68 
26 'Her new shoes were the wrong ' 'SIZE' 0.78 
27 'The young boy was granted a small ' 'ALLOWANCE' 0.3 
28 'She went to the salon to color her' 'HAIR' 0.99 
29 'She tied up her hair with a yellow' 'RIBBON' 0.88 
30 'He scraped the cold food from his ' 'PLATE' 0.87 
31 'The boat passed easily under the' 'BRIDGE' 0.95 
32 'His view was blocked by the music ' 'STAND' 0.25 
33 'Bob would often sleep during his lunch ' 'HOUR' 0.54 
34 'Fred sat in his chair on the back ' 'PORCH' 0.69 
35 'She cleaned the dirt from her ' 'SHOE(S)' 0.33 
36 'It was clear that the leg was ' 'BROKEN' 0.64 
37 'You can''t take the test without a ' 'PENCIL' 0.61 
38 'The child was born with a rare' 'DEISEASE' 0.88 
39 'You can''t buy anything for a' 'DIME' 0.33 
40 'The dough was put in the hot ' 'OVEN' 0.85 
41 'Ray fell down and skinned his' 'KNEE(S)' 0.91 
42 'There are times when life seems ' 'DULL' 0.27 
43 'When you go to bed turn off the' 'LIGHT(S)' 0.89 
44 'You''ll never achieve anything if you don''t' 'TRY' 0.63 
45 'The old house will be torn ' 'DOWN' 0.93 
46 'Most students prefer to work during the ' 'DAY' 0.51 
47 'Cathy is liked by all her' 'FRIENDS' 0.77 
48 'The surgeon tried vainly to save his ' 'PATIENT' 0.61 

Block 2 
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No Sentence Response CP 
1 'Jan tried to squeeze in, but there was no' 'ROOM' 0.89 
2 'Hank reached into his pocket to get the ' 'MONEY' 0.41 
3 'Her job was easy most of the ' 'TIME' 0.91 
4 'During class Jack had to borrow some' 'PAPER' 0.61 
5 'He crept into the room without a ' 'SOUND' 0.7 
6 'Harriet sang while my brother played the ' 'PIANO' 0.48 
7 'The wooded lake made a pretty ' 'SCENE' 0.41 
8 'The baby cried and upset her ' 'MOTHER' 0.75 
9 'Jill looked back through the open ' 'DOOR' 0.53 

10 'The mole lived in a hole in the' 'GROUND' 0.74 
11 'Success is often just a matter of hard' 'WORK' 0.9 
12 'The actor was praised for being very ' 'GOOD' 0.24 
13 'He liked lemon and sugar in his' 'TEA' 0.94 
14 'New York is a very busy ' 'CITY' 0.78 
15 'Their picnic was ruined by the' 'RAIN' 0.76 

16 
'The person who caught the thief deserves our 
' 'THANKS' 0.34 

17 
'Mary couldn''t leave the parlor until her hair 
was' 'DRY' 0.55 

18 'He was knocked off his board by the first' 'WAVE' 0.68 
19 'Coming in he took off his ' 'COAT' 0.31 
20 'Jack bet all he had on the last ' 'RACE' 0.65 
21 'Most cats see very well at ' 'NIGHT' 0.92 
22 'The rabbit hid in the tall' 'GRASS' 0.63 
23 'I thought the sermon was very' 'GOOD' 0.33 
24 'The cigar burned a hole in the' 'COUCH' 0.2 
25 'Joan showed her friend a new card ' 'TRICK' 0.41 
26 'The thick mud stuck to her' 'SHOES' 0.59 
27 'You can''t open the door with the wrong' 'KEY' 0.81 
28 'The children held their hands and formed a' 'CIRCLE' 0.89 
29 'The child went ever higher on the' 'SWING' 0.28 
30 'Bob thought she had such a friendly' 'SMILE' 0.54 
31 'Before jogging, it''s a good idea to' 'STRETCH' 0.47 
32 'The dog chased our cat up the ' 'TREE' 0.68 
33 'The pain she felt was all in her ' 'HEAD' 0.48 
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34 'Paul has always wanted to be a ' 'DOCTOR' 0.54 
35 'He loosened the tie around his' 'NECK' 0.96 
36 'The bad boy was sent to his' 'ROOM' 0.78 
37 'At night they often took a short ' 'WALK' 0.68 

38 
'At first the woman refused, but she changed 
her' 'MIND' 0.99 

39 'Abby brushed her teeth after every' 'MEAL' 0.88 
40 'The girl knew a lot for her' 'AGE' 0.88 
41 'Sometimes success is simply a matter of' 'LUCK' 0.26 
42 'They rested under a tree in the ' 'SHADE' 0.38 
43 'Even for an amateur, he was pretty' 'GOOD' 0.8 

44 'The difficult concept was beyond his' 
'COMPREHENSION
' 0.22 

45 'Helen reached up to dust the ' 'SHELF(VES)' 0.37 
46 'My uncle gave my mother a big ' 'KISS' 0.5 
47 'The truck that Bill drove crashed into the ' 'TREE' 0.25 
48 'Rita slowly walked down the shaky' 'LADDER' 0.39 

Block 3 
No Sentence Response CP 

1 'Tim threw a rock and broke the' 'WINDOW' 0.81 
2 'They wanted their parents to come ' 'HOME' 0.62 
3 'In the morning Jake took out the' 'GARBAGE' 0.48 
4 'Joan fed her baby some warm' 'MILK' 0.96 
5 'He was soothed by the gentle ' 'MUSIC' 0.23 
6 'The final score of the game was ' 'TIED' 0.37 
7 'She dropped a glass and woke up the' 'BABY' 0.39 
8 'He bought them in the candy ' 'STORE' 0.74 
9 'They went to the rear of the long ' 'LINE' 0.22 

10 'A large stone blocked the entrance to the ' 'CAVE' 0.58 
11 'Did you want to go to the' 'MOVIES' 0.47 
12 'One of the scout troops got' 'LOST' 0.6 
13 'For a runner Ted is rather ' 'SLOW' 0.67 
14 'Barry wisely chose to pay the ' 'BILL' 0.36 
15 'All the guests had a very good ' 'TIME' 0.83 
16 'When the power went out, the house became' 'DARK' 0.9 
17 'The pizza was too hot to' 'EAT' 0.89 
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18 'Next year my little son will be going to' 'SCHOOL' 0.79 
19 'My aunt likes to read the daily ' 'PAPER' 0.47 
20 'John poured himself a glass of ' 'MILK' 0.46 
21 'The girl was advanced for her' 'AGE' 0.53 
22 'The long test left the class ' 'EXHAUSTED' 0.26 
23 'Jim had learned the special passage by ' 'HEART' 0.33 
24 'The crime rate has gone up this ' 'YEAR' 0.79 
25 'The wealthy child attended a private ' 'SCHOOL' 0.82 
26 'No one wanted to accuse him of' 'STEALING' 0.29 
27 'The Smiths had never visited that' 'PLACE' 0.25 
28 'The child learned to count to' 'TEN' 0.77 
29 'The cup of tea felt very' 'WARM' 0.51 
30 'The gas station is about two miles down the' 'ROAD' 0.96 
31 'Without food a man would die in several ' 'DAYS' 0.56 
32 'The lecture should last about one' 'HOUR' 0.96 
33 'The better students thought the test was too' 'EASY' 0.8 
34 'Ellen liked to season her food with' 'SALT' 0.62 
35 'You could count on Dale on being late for ' 'CLASS' 0.28 
36 'Even their friends were left in the ' 'DARK' 0.37 
37 'He put his feet up on the' 'TABLE' 0.5 
38 'Dean''s leg was broken, so Ed went to get' 'HELP' 0.64 
39 'George could not believe his son stole a ' 'CAR' 0.71 
40 'He smiled and sat down at the ' 'TABLE' 0.57 
41 'Brian poured some sauce on his rare' 'STEAK' 0.73 
42 'He hung her coat in the' 'CLOSET' 0.87 
43 'Their money was divided by the' 'BANK(ER)' 0.34 
44 'Vic asked her to repeat what she had' 'SAID' 0.92 
45 'John swept the floor with a' 'BROOM' 0.96 
46 'To find the body, they had to drain the' 'LAKE' 0.4 
47 'Stan slowed down going around the' 'CORNER' 0.49 
48 'The student went home during the' 'BREAK' 0.62 

Block 4 
No Sentence Response CP 

1 'The earth is shaped like a ' 'BALL' 0.44 
2 'Three people were killed in a major highway ' 'ACCIDENT' 0.84 
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3 'On their visit to England, they took a formal' 'TOUR' 0.47 
4 'Plants will not grow in dry ' 'SOIL' 0.42 
5 'None of his books made any ' 'SENSE' 0.88 
6 'Starting a business takes a lot of' 'MONEY' 0.6 
7 'It''s easy to get lost without a' 'MAP' 0.7 
8 'Sam could not believe her story was' TRUE 0.84 
9 'Too many men are out of ' 'WORK' 0.68 

10 'They left the dirty dishes in the' 'SINK' 0.93 
11 'The little girl was afraid of the' 'DARK' 0.52 
12 'He drove the nail into the ' 'WOOD' 0.32 
13 'Father carved the turkey with a' 'KNIFE' 0.99 
14 'The ship disappeared into the thick' 'FOG' 0.88 
15 'The kind old man asked us to ' 'STAY' 0.26 

16 
'The sandwich wasn''t very good without a 
slice of' 'CHEESE' 0.45 

17 'Every spring they held the annual ' 'BALL' 0.23 
18 'They liked to sleep out under the' 'STARS' 0.61 
19 'Bob proposed, but she turned him' 'DOWN' 0.97 
20 'The apple pie had a delicious' 'TASTE' 0.54 
21 'Ken built his new house on a quiet ' 'LAKE' 0.32 
22 'Phil put some drops in his' 'EYES' 0.8 
23 'Every month Rick had to clean his ' 'ROOM' 0.32 
24 'The storm made the air damp and ' 'COLD' 0.25 
25 Ample food was made for the' 'PARTY' 0.22 
26 'It was a long class and everyone was getting' 'BORED' 0.5 
27 'She locked the valuables in the' 'SAFE' 0.53 
28 'He lay down and went to' 'SLEEP' 0.92 
29 'The sail got loose, so they tightened the' 'ROPES' 0.44 
30 'My father and mother are getting' 'DIVORCED' 0.54 
31 'Autumn is a good time to buy some new' 'CLOTHES' 0.71 
32 'He wondered if the storm would be' 'OVER' 0.32 
33 'Ira turned on the radio and listened to the' 'MUSIC' 0.56 
34 'On his vacation he got some needed' 'REST' 0.71 
35 'A dog has a good sense of' 'SMELL' 0.78 
36 'The front was clearly marked on the weather' 'MAP' 0.66 
37 'George had been fired, but he couldn''t tell his' 'WIFE' 0.72 
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38 'He had to fill his truck with' 'GAS' 0.33 
39 'Dick wrote a chapter in the' 'BOOK' 0.86 
40 'Suzy liked to play with her toy ' 'DOLL(S)' 0.41 
41 'He wondered if the storm had done much' 'DAMAGE' 0.97 
42 'The car stalled because the engine failed to ' 'START' 0.32 
43 'The boys were given hamburgers for' 'LUNCH' 0.63 
44 'My sister bought tickets for the opening ' 'GAME' 0.27 
45 'Billy hit his sister on the ' 'HEAD' 0.69 
46 'He went to the factory where the toys were' 'MADE' 0.77 
47 'The paper was too thick to' 'CUT' 0.2 
48 'He mailed the letter without a ' 'STAMP' 0.99 
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